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CHAPTER I
Introduction
In 1927 I read Edwin Arlington Robinson's poem
"Tristram." I was impressed by its beauty and its
quality of timelessness,- wMeh is an oft-told tale with the
clarity of a first-hand observer who envoys the tellin .
Several months ago I decided that it would be an
interesting and worth while piece of work to trace the
Tristram s tory, that glorification of illicit love more
powerful than honor, death, or life, from the beginning;
this I have done. Most of the books listed in the
bibliography have been read in translation. Of ti e old
/
romances of Tristram those by Chretien de Troyes and La
Chene have disappeared entirely, of Be'roul ’ s version about
three thousand verses have survived, of Thomas of
Ercildoure’s about the same, and fifteen hundred verses by
an anonymous writer. The earliest form in which romances
like the Tristram story appear is that of a kind of rude
verse
.
It was not until the end of the thirteenth century
that the prose romances began to appear. julfinch says
that these works generally began with disowning and
discrediting the sources from which in reality they drew
their sole information. As every romance was supposed to
Digitized by the Internet Archive
in 2016 with funding from
Boston Library Consortium Member Libraries
https://archive.org/details/tristraminsongstOOolea
be a real history, the compilers of those in prose would
have forfeited all credit if they had announced themselves
as mere copyists of the minstrels. On the contrary, they
usually state that, as the popular poems upon the matter in
question contain many "lessings," they had been induced
to translate the real and true story of such or such a
knight from the original Latin or Greek, or from t'he
British, or hjnorican authorities, which authorities existed
only in their own assertion.
In Chapter II I have listed the best known treatments
of the Tristram story. The length of the list shows that
it would require years of study to evaluate all of them.
It then became a matter of what to chose and what to
discard. I decided to choose, because I felt then to be
typical of different periods, of various mediums of
expression, and of different styles of writing, the
following: Sir Thomas Malory's "Le Morte D 'Arthur,"
Matthew Arnold's "Tristram and Iseult," Alfred, Lord
Tennyson's "The Last Tournament," ..ill.elm Richard Wagner's
"Tristan and Isolde," Algernon Charles Swinburne's "Tristram
of Lyonesse," John Masefield's "Tristan and Isolt," and
Edwin Arlington Robinson's "Tristram."
I have retold each of these stories, with a fairly
detailed narrative of the Malory version, in my own words.
y
.
This I have followed with a biographical sketch of each
author and an appraisal of his style and his probable
place in literature. I have made a special study of the
chief characters in the story, as set forth by each
author. I have concluded with an appraisal of the
Robinson treatment.
Throughout the thesis I have quoted freely from
original texts, from critical analyses by people who are
authorities in the field. T. S. Eliot, in "The Use of
Poetry," says that we learn what poetry is, if we ever
learn, from reading it. This I believe to be true and I
have not hesitated to quote when I thought it necessary
to illustrate a point.
I have not the temerity to say that my presentation
of this interesting subject', "Tristram in Song and Story,
is scholarly. I do feel, however, that it represents
wide reading, a fair amount of research, and my own
appraisal of the topic under discussion.
"
C FA?TER II
Popularity and Timelessness of Tale
In 1927 Edwin Arlington Robinson brought out his
poem "Tristram. ' This event took him, almost at once,
from the status of a poet read by a select, discerning
and appreciative group into the best-seller class of
poetry. In 1928 "Tristram" was awarded the Pulitzer
prize for poetry.
The critics acclaim the beauty of this great love
poem with its ardor of passion, its simplicity, its
intensity of emotion. Wherein lies the charm that this
immortal love story holds? \7hy, century after century,
does it continue to fascinate with its sheer romance,
its epic courtliness, its very timelessness? ’Thy has it
captured the fancy and fired the imagination of writers
from the twelfth century to the present day?
To answer these questions satisfactorily we must go
back and trace the story from its early beginnings,
through its development down through the centuries, he
must see how it has grown and changed- -yet how it remains
essentially unchanged in that it is one of the great love
stories of all time. ! e must trace, too, the development
of the character of Tristram himself. Ve must see how
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he has changed., how his character is affected by the
times and the customs of the times.
Authorities differ as to its origin.
.’or example.
Professor Zimmer holds that the main incidents are of
historic origin and date from the period of Vikin rule
in Ireland.
. Be'dier says that there was but one ,oem
at the root of all the versions. Padriac Kinw says}
t0 th® historicity of Tristan and Isolde, there
-reuwo schools of opinion. One, led by Sir Arthur Quille?-
.ouch, famous scholar of Cambridge and one oh the out!standing literary figures of the world, as well as aCormshman, holds the romance is
-based on actual fac t.
student
'school,
:-}aded by Lord Haglan, noted
,
, „
, ,
~
--htn. opolo0ical research anc foremost arnn
-
tne "aebunkers" of quasi
-historical clrLc?e“ bS"
1 love '' u0ry as a concoction of myth and legend.
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controversy,
6n^ in erest to the Tristan and Isolde
surroundin^r de ? lsTes the field and woodlandour oanding the ancient J ornish church is the rroved
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'Mark’s alternative name of Cunomorus and a name
deciphered as Drustan (Tristan) are found together on
a logs t oiid which has, through the centuries, lain close
by St. Sanson's Chapel."
"The discovery of the two names, that of the King
of Cornwall, and of his nephew, Tristan, Sir Arthur acce ts
as corroborative of the historicity of the romance of
Tristan and Isolde. The Cambridge savant adds also that
some years a^o Professor Loth proved from the most ancient
toman Jeroul, itself obviously bas.ed on an earlier record,
that King Mark and Queen Isolde held their court in the
immediate vicinity of the Church of St. Samson.
"The conclusions of Sir Arthur, as regards the
famous romance and the actors connected therewith,
stirred anew archaeological interest in the fabled birth-
place of the leader of the Knights of the found Table.
Amidst. the famous ruins at Tintagel on the Cornish coast,
s c |.en oi s
t
s are now seeking evidence of in Arthur’s career
as a ruler.
"Lord Raglan scoffs at the suggestion that Arthur
v/as a real historical king, who led the Britons in their
struggle against the Saxon ii er
. As for the uany
stirring stories woven around the activities of the'
Knights of th .ble, they are dismissed as mere
phantasies. The proofs offered by Sir ...rthur Cfiller-Couch,
relating to uristan and Isolde, are also whollv unconvincin
in the opinion of Lord Raglan. "
"Lie British debunker of historical theories and
legends says it is easy to hold beliefs in the existence
of
.
great romantic characters, such as Kin^ ..rthur of
Britain, King Mark of Cornwall and his consort. Queen Isoldeprovided the holders do net attempt to reduce their rei -ns
wO terms 01 chronology or their kingdoms to terms of
°^raphp • Lord ia^lan says that real kin^s have real
kingdoms, real capitals and real dates, but King ' ark of
Cornwall has none of these.
"The controversy concerning Tristan and Isolde is nowbe^innin^ to have its repercussions in the art and literary
worlds. ante Gabriel fossetti’s famous painting of
..r Is tan and Isolde," now In a private collection, is once
S
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more being studied, with the hope that it may furnish
history a clew to the mystery.
"The Welsh poems dealing with King Arthur, and the
romances of which he is the hero, (of which Malory’s
"Morte d’Arthur" is the most famous,) are also being
analyzed by the literary pundits
.
"Caerleon, where Romans built an amphitheatre,
which was long shown as the land of the Knights of the
Round Table, and where Tennyson went to write the "Idylls
of the King," is again the scene of archaeological exca-
vations .
"Aside from freshening curiosity in the ancient
Celtic drama of passion, intrigue, and frustration, the
quarrel between the Raglan and Quiller-Couch schools
has stirred interest in the screen possibilites of the
1400-year-old romance."
Anyhow, certain it is that Geoffrey of Monmouth
mentions the hero Tristram in his Eistorica Regum
Britannaie which he v;rote in 1150. A Norman poet,
Wace, who lived approximately from 1100-1175, wrote
in 1155, a French metrical chronicle called Roman de
Brut. This poem was written f or court circles and
heightened interest in chivalric narrative. It fore-
shadowed qualities that characterized the verse romances
that followed.
Wace lived on the Isle of Jersey and was a student
at Caen. He wrote the lives of several saints. FIs
was a real contribution because of , he new spirit he
put into the tale. He shows a love of fact, an
appreciation of simplicity, a power of clear thinking.
9
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and a command of elegance in form. As a narrator he
is garrulous, but he is systematic, has a scrupulous
regard for truth and a great power of visualizing, he
wrote Roman de Brut under the patronage of henry II,
and it is he who makes the first definite mention of
King Arthur as the 'hope of Britain.
'
Layoman's Brut, written in 1204, is interesting
because it is the first treatment that may be said to
be truly English. Layoman was an English priest of
Lower Arnley, Worcestershire, who had journeyed up and
down the land and had read St. Bede and St. Albin. he
was an earnest, sincere student who wrote, not as did
Geoffrey and Y/ace for the favor of high-born patrons,
but for the love of England.
His imagination wandered freely into the Saxon
past of England and his language belongs to the period
of transition from Anglo-Saxon to Middle English. In
his verse and phraseology he shows the influence of
earlier Anglo-Saxon. In his poem we have a picture
of woods and fields. In his King Arthur we see a stern
Saxon leader, grim and ferocious in bearing. It is Wace
who suggests that the elves came to Arthur's cradle and
made him good gifts. He suggests, too, of the possibility
of Arthur's return from Avalon to visit his beloved Britons
10
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Inasmuch as vVace lived near the Welsh border,
then as now rich in Arthurian tradition, he knew by
hearsay of the existence of an early English King
called Arthur. This makes untenable the position of
those critics who maintain that Arthur was only a
legendary figure and did not exist in fact. Although
dace's Brut had little effect on the Arthurian cycle,
it remains one of the most truly great literary achieve
ments in the field of Arthurian chronicles and romances
Gottfried von Strasburg, the German poet, made a
translation of Tristan about 1210. It is generally
held that his version was derived from the Norman.
The Tristram story, admittedly of Celtic origin,
was not at first included in the Arthurian Cycle (it is
the writer Nennius, 800 A. D.
,
who first mentions
King Arthur) but was early incorporated into it, or as
head says, "swept into it because of the convenience
of making renewed use of characters already famous for
their association with Arthur," and thus Tristram
becomes a knight of the Round Table.
Sir Thomas Malory's monumental Le Norte D 'Arthur
brought together in one place the stories of the
Arthurian cycle. This prose chronicle, with its vein
of poetry and its exquisite style was written by Malory
11
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in 1470 and the years that followed and on July 31, 1485
issued from t he press of William Caxton, a Kentishman,
who owned the first printing-press in England.
Caxton^in t he original preface, observes: "There
was a kin r - of this land named Arthur. For in all places,
Christian and heathen, he is reputed and taken for one
of the nine worthy, and the first of the three Christian
men. And also he is more spoken of beyond the sea, more
books made of his noble acts than there be in England,
as well in Dutch, Italian, Spanish, and Greek, as in
French. And yet of record remain in witness of him in
Wales, in the town of Camelot, the great stones and
marvellous works of iron, lying under the ground, and
royal vaults, which divers now living hath seen. ‘Where-
fore it is a marvel why he is no more renowned in his
own country, save only it accordeth to the Word of God,
which faith that no man is accept for a prophet in his
own country. Then all these things foresaid alleged,
1 could not well deny but that there was such a noble
king named Arthur, and reputed one of the nine worthy,
and first and chief of the Christian men; and many noble
volumes be made of him and of his noble knights in French,
which I have seen and read beyond the sea, which be not
had in our maternal tongue, but in V/elsh be many and also
in French, and some in English, but no where nigh all.
Wherefore, such as have late been drawn out briefly into
English I have after the simp 1 © conning that God hath
sent to me, under the favour and correction of all noble
lords and ge tlemen, emprised to imprint a book of the
noble histories of the said King Arthur, and of certain
of his knig; ts
,
after a copy unto me delivered, which
copy Sir Thomas Malory did take out of certain books of
French, and reduced it into English."
There had been a growing Arthurian literature since the
loth century, but it was of unequal merit. It is worth-
noting that Malory’s work stands out as one of the
distinctive contributions made to literature in the 15th
p Mead, Gilliam Edward, Selections from Sir Thomas Malory’s
Forte D ’Arthur, New York, Ginn & Co., 1897, Page XXX,
Introduction, Page 2.
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century. Since Italy was the only country of western
Europe to produce a richness of literature at this
period, this makes Malory’s contribution all the more
remarkable
.
While the nucleus of the Arthurian stories is
admitted to be Celtic, they contain accretions from
classical and Biblical legends, Oriental tales. Creek
and Roman stories, confused recollections of historical
events, floating superstitions, and countless other
sources. All these sources were tapped, perhaps
unwittingly by Malory, as he assembled the Arthurian
stories that best pleased him into one book which has
been a perennial inspiration to poets, and which has
called into being such a wealth of poetry that Le Morte
D ’Arthur might well be called the "Fountain-head of
ediaeval Romance."
Professor Mead says°, "A word on the Tristram
Fragment may not be out of place. Malory is sometimes
blamed for not finishing his version of the Tristram
story. The story is developed through four books (viii,
ix, x, xii), but it is not concluded in Bk.xii, and yet
is not again taken up. There is indeed an artistic
incompleteness in the unfinished work, but we cannot be
sure that Malory is to blame, ie may not have had a
complete copy of the French Tristan at hand; he may have
worked at the story as long as his original held out and
then turned temporarily to another part of the work till
he should be able to get the missing original. Caxton,
°Ibid, page XXXII, Introduction
•:
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as we know, divided the Morte D ’Arthur into books and
chapters. le may have received the whole complete
from Malory’s hands, and for some reason have thrown out
a portion of the Tristram story. Furthermore, we do not
know in what chronological order Malory translated the
various parts, he may have left the Tristram story till
the last, and death may have overtaken him in tie midst
of his work. The entire lack of biographical detail
makes easy an endless range of conjecture. In short,
the same excuses that we ma 3r make for Chaucer for failing
to complete the Canterbury Tales, or for Spenser for
failing to complete the Faerie Queene, or for Macaulay
for failing to complete the History of England,may
possibly be made for Malory. 1 '
To mention some of the other writers who have
treated of the Tristram s tory, we list here, briefly,
the following: Calessius, in 1125; Beroul, in 1150;
/ /
Cretien de Troyes, in 1160; Thomas de Bretagne, in 1170;
Eilhart von Oberge, in 1170 or 1180; Ulrich von Turheim,
about 1240; fie inrich von Freiberg, in 1500; Spenser,
in 1560; Hughes, in 1587; Tressan, in 1752; Wieland,
in 1771; Scott, in 1804; Carr, in 1849;’ Arnold in 1852;
Tennyson, in 1855; Roeber, in 1856; Wagner, in 1857;
Morris, in 135S; Symons, in 1865; Mann, in 1375; Hardt,
in 1876; Swinburne
,
in 1882; Schoepperle, in 1882;
Folberg, in 1888; Lounsberry, in 1901; Austin in 1905;
Newell, in 1907; Bruce, in 1923; Masefield, in 1927;
Erskine
,
in 1927; Belloc, in 1931; Loomis, in 1951.
come ctners are Gildas, Map, Robert de Barron,
Dante, Eakley, Dryden, Mark Twain, and Weston. This
14

list does not include the many obscure ballad singers,
the writers of lais, the minnesingers, the historians,
the unknown but faithful translators of the early
I'Torman and Anglo-Norman poets who told and retold the
woeful adventures of the errant lovers whose quest for
happiness brought only frustration and eartbreak.
Thus we see that the story of Tristram and Isolde
has been a rich source of inspriation to writers of
prose, poetry, drama, opera. It has been a challenge
and despair; it has offered a theme and a pitfall to
the unwary. As we review again the chronological data
given above, we note that Malory’s Forte D f Arthur is the
outstanding contribution to the Tristram literature in
the fifteenth century, there being no other meritorious
effort between von Frieberg’s work in 1500, and Spenser’s
in 1560.
Faynadier says- that no other English book has
called into being such a library of poetry as has the
horte D ’Arthur. The bulk of the work of the nineteenth
century (Scott, Arnold, Tennyson, Wagner, *'orris,
Swinburne) is derived, so far as plot is concerned, from
4Maynadier, k.
,
The Arthur of the English Poets,
Boston, 1907
Houghton Mifflin Co.
*'
'
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Malory 1 s treatment. The sixteenth century was poor in
Arthurian writings, Spenser’s Faerie Queen being the
exception. Spenser’s object was not to reconstruct the
Arthurian legend, but to preach morality and political
probity. The writers of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, with their growing ideas of liberty, equality
and fraternity, made little use of the Arthurian legend.
Their themes were human interest stories, satire (Pope,
Swift, Fielding), mock-heroic comedies. As we have seen
in the above data, the nineteenth century witnessed a
return to the rich embroidery of mediaeval romance,
and the twentieth bids fair to surpass the rest in the
beauty of the weaving of these patterns.
In Chapter III we shall trace the story as treated
by Malory and follov; it with a brief narration of the
tale as set down by Arnold, Tennyson, Wagner, Swinburne,
T:asefield and Robinson.
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The Growth and. Development of the Plot
In Malory’s Morte D ’Arthur we find that Melodias,
King of the country of Liones, was wedded to Elizabeth,
the sister of King Mark of Cornwall. Then It was that
Arthur reigned, he who was nwhole king of England, Wales
and Scotland, and of many other realms."
One day when Elizabeth, who waxed great with child,
ran into the forest to search for her lord Melodias,
she was delivered of a son. She bade the gentlewoman
who a. ttended her to call the child Tristram, and died
almost at once.
When Melodias returned (he had been taken prisoner
while on a hunting trip and was set free by Merlin's
magic) he learned with sorrow of the death of his queen.
For seven 37-ears he mourned before he took unto wife King
Eowell’s daughter of Brittany. This queen preferred her
ovai children above the stalwart young Tristram whom she
once tried to poison.
At this Melodias was very wroth and would have put
to death the queen but for the intercession of Tristram.
The king sent his son, accompanied by a gentleman whose
name was Couvemail, to France, and here young Tristram
17
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learned the language
,
and nurture and deeds of arms.
Seven years later he returned to his father skilled in
harping, hunting, hawking. I e endured in Liones with
King Melodias until e was big and strong, of the age
of nineteen years.
Then it happened that King Anguish of Ireland sent
unto King Eark of Cornwall for his truage that Cornwall
had paid many winters . "'ark and his barons refused to
pay and sent a message to the King of Ireland saying that
they would find a trusty knight to defend their rights.
So King Anguish sent Marhaus the brother of the queen
of Ireland and a knight of the table Round to defend
his rights.
Y/hen Marhaus arrived in Cornwall, even fast by the
Castle of Tintagil, King Hark was hard put to it to find,
a knight to defend his rights, for Harhaus was called
one of the most famous and renowned knights of the world.
Some barons counseled that Sir Lancelot du Lake be sent
for to defend King Mark, but other barons said that the
most marvellous knight of all the world would not fight
a brother knight of the Round Table . When there came
to young Tristram the news .that there was no knight to
fight Sir Marhaus, he besought Melodias to be allowed to
16
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depart unto King Mark to champion his cause.
Melodias consented and Tristram rode away to the
kingdom of Cornwall where he made himself known to his
uncle the king. Mark rejoiced to find his nephew so
fair and strcng and accoutered him in the best manner to
fight Sir Marhaus who was glad and blithe that he should
fight with such a gentleman.
On an island close by Tintagil fought young Tristram
and the doughty Marhaus . More than half a day they fought
until Tristram was the victor--and Sir Marhaus yielded
up his sword and fled to his ships to return, sore wounded,
to Ireland. This brave knight was in grave pain because
that the edge of Tristram’s sword was left in his brain-
pan.
When he returned to Ireland and lay a-dying, his
sister, the queen, found the piece of the sword in the
wound. This she kept for she thought to be revenged.
How Sir Tristram too was wounded sore and lay in a
stupor for night a month. All manner of leeches and
surgeons were to no avail, until came a right wise lady
who said plainly unto King Mark that never would Tristram
be healed until he went to the country whence had come
the venom.
.r
.
.
.
«
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.
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Thus It happened that Sir Tristram took his harp
with him, and good Gouvernail also set out by ship for
Ireland, he arrived fast by the castle of the king and
queen and harped in bed a merry lay. The king sent for
him, let search his wounds and asked him name. Then he
answered, "I am of the country of Liones, and my name is
Tramtrist, and thus was wounded in a battle as I fought
for a lady's right." At this was King Anguish's heart
touched, and he told of the great loss of his knight
Karhaus after a battle fought in Cornwall. Sir Tristram
made semblant as he had been sorry, and better knew he
how it was than the king.
Then the king for great favor made Tramtrist to be
put in the keeping of his daughter La Beale Isoud because
she was a noble surgeon and the fairest maid and lady
of the world. When he was well of his wound he taught
La Beale Isoud to harp and proffered her many gifts, for
he loved her passingly well.
Upon his recovery Sir Tramtrist fought Sir Palaraides,
a paynim knight, and conquered him. Then was he much
made of, more than he was before, hot long after this the
queen beheld his sword as it lay upon his bed, and she then
espied t at gap in the sword, and she remebered her of the
20
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piece of the sword that was found in the brain-pan of
Sir Marhaus
,
the good knight that was her brother. At
this she was right angry and would have slain Tramtrist
but for the king who gave the knight leave to depart
his court in safety, if he would tell his true name and
if he slew Sir Marhaus
.
Then Sir Tristram went unto La Beale Isoud and took
his leave of her; and then he told her all, what he was
and how he had changed his name and he gave her great
thanks because she had made him whole. Thereat she wept
and he promised to be her knight all the days of his life
and she promised that she would not marry these seven
years but by his assent, and each gave other a ring and he
departed the court.
Now was King Mark rejoiced to see Tristram whole as
was King Kelodias and at both courts had he much cheer;
but at the court of King : 'ark he lived in great joy long
time, until they fought over the love of a fair lady, the
wife of the earl Sir Se-gwarides.
King Mark cast now in his heart how he might destroy
Sir Tristram and he devised that the young knight should
go to Ireland to bring back La Beale Isoud to be Mark’s
wife. Though Tristram loved dearly this fairest of
21
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maidens, be had it not in his heart to refuse the wish of
his uncle. On the voyage to Ireland Tristram’s ship was
blown upon the land of Camelot where he abode for a time
and had many an adventure with King Arthur's knights.
Then came to his pavilion Gouvernail to tell him
how King Anguish of Ireland was come thither and in
distress, because that he ?/as held for the death of a
knight that was kin unto the good knight Sir Launcelot.
Then did Tristram make accord for the King of Ireland and
departed with him with great noblesse and joy. Then the
queen and all there made joy of him. But the joy that
La Beale Isoud made of Sir Tristram there might no tongue
tell, for of all men earthly she loved him most.
After entreating with the king, it was agreed that
La Beale Isould should return with Tristram to Cornwall
to be wife unto King Mark. Then the queen, Isoud 's
mother, gave to her and Dame Bragwaine, her daughter's
gentlewoman, and unto Gouvernail, a drink--a love potion
for King Mark and La Beale Isoud upon their wedding day.
It came about that Sir Tristram and La Beale Isoud were
thirsty and when they saw in their cabin a little flacket
of gold they drank from it, thinking It held noble wine
.
-by tins in their bodies, they loved each other so
' /;/•-, " i ....
.
well that never their love departed for weal or woe,
all the days of their life.
Now it happened that they were taken prisoners
while yet they wended their way to Tintagil and Sir
Tristram fought bravely, even with Sir Galahad to whom
he yielded him and got there fellowship with Sir Launcelot,
the bravest knight in all the world . Then came they to
Tintagil where were richly wedded King hark and La Beale
Isoud
.
One day when Bragwaine was lost in the forest she
was rescued by the paynim knight Sir Palomides who
demanded for his boon the lady Queen Isoud. This granted
King hark who besought Sir Tristram to rescue the queen
as she rode away behind Sir Palomides . After the battle
the Saracen knight rode off to the court of King Arthur
and Sir Tristram took the queen again to King Mark and
then was there made great joy of her home-coming. Thus
they lived with joy and play a long while.
But ever Sir Andred, that was nigh cousin to Sir
Tristram, lay in a watch to wait betwixt Sir Tristram and
La Beale Isoud, for to take them and slander them. And
so upon a night Sir Andred espied the hour and the time
when Sir Tristram went to his lady. Then Sir Andred
gat unto him twelve knights and at midnight he set upon
?3
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Sir Tristram secretly and suddenly while he was yet with
La Beale Isoud. Next morning by the assent of King Mark
and some of the barons, Sir Tristram was led into a
chapel that stood upon the sea rocks, there for to take
his judgment.
‘Sir Tristram sought mercy of Mark for that he had
saved the truage of Cornwall, and of Sir Andred his
cousin. But when Tristram saw that he was like to have
no help he leaped up and wrested Sir Andred' s sword out
of his hands and smote him to the earth and killed ten
knights with him. Then leaped he naked into the sea where
he was rescued by Gouvernail and two other of his men.
Fetched he then La Beale Isoud Into a forest to a
fair manor and there abode with her. One day he was
hunting in the forest and then came King Mark and took
La Beale Isoud with him, and kept her straight that by no
means might she see or send unto Tristram, nor he unto her.
Tristram suffered much of an arrow wound that was envenomed.
Thereat came to him a message from ueen Isoud to haste
unto Brittany to King Eowel whose daughter Isoud La Blanche
Mains should help him. Then Tristram and Gouvernail set
for Brittany where King .Vowel was full glad of him and
where his fair daughter healed him.
2b
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The King’s son. Sir Kehydius, was ill and not able
to defend his father’s realm and Sir Tristram went into
the field and did such deeds that all Srittany spake of
him. Then ling Bowel embraced him and would have
resigned his kingdom to him. By the means of King Towel
and his son there grew great love between Isoud and
Sir Tristram--and so upon a time agreed he to r.red Isoud
La Blanche Mains. And at last they were wedded, and
when they were abed Sir Tristram remembered him of his
lady La Beale Isoud and suddenly he was all dismayed, and
other cheer made he none but with clipping and kissing,
and of other fleshly lusts he had none with his bride.
Then Sir Launcelot learned of the marriage he gave
warning that from that day forth was Tristram his mortal
enemy, who when Sir Tristram beard repented he much.
And meanwhile Queen Isoud made a letter unto Queen
Guenevere
,
complaining of the untruth of Sir Tristram
and how he had wedded the king’s daughter of Brittany.
One day Sir Tristram took a little barge and his
wife Isoud La Blanche Mains with Sir Kehydius her brot' er
and they came into the coast of hales, here Sir Tristram
delivered the people of the valley from the wiles of
Sir Nabon
,
a wicked knight, and ^reat was their joy at
25
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their rescue. Then returned to Brittany Isoud La Blanche
Tains and her brother.
Another time Tristram took with him Sir Kehydius
and set out secretly for Cornwall, inasmuch as he had
received from La Beale Isoud piteous letters brought from
her maiden Bragwaine . Many an adventure had t"-ey by the
way of their journey; once when Sir Tristram saved the life
of King Arthur in the Forest Perilous that was in North
Wales, and again when he jousted with many knights and
won over them.
When at last Tristram and Sir Kehydius drew nigh to
Tintagil Queen Isoud swooned for very pure joy. And at
the first that Sir Kehydius saw La Beale Isoud he was so
enamoured upon her that for very pure love he might never
withdraw it. Sir Tristram was all this while in a turret
at the commandment of La Beale Isoud and when she coiild
she came unto him. Now when Tristram knew of the love of
Kehydius for Isoud he went away and wandered mad and naked
a quarter of a year In the forests where the herdmen and
shepherds daily did give him of their meat and drink.
After Sir Kehydius turned back to Brittany, Sir
Andred caused it to be noised about that Sir Tristram was
dead. The evil Andred would have Mark make him king of the
26
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country of Liones which was Sir Tristram’s land, hhen
La Beale Isoud. heard that Tristram was dead, she made
much dole and would have killed herself upon a naked
sword hut that Mark stopped her.
One day King Mark found the naked man in the forest
and fetched him home to Tintagil where after much bathing
and suppings did he get his remembrance. one knew him
except a little bracket which Tristram had long time
before given to La Beale Isoud. When 'ark saw the man
refreshed and newly garbed he knew him to be Tristram
who was then tried before the barons and banished out of
Cornwall for a term of ten years
.
On the way to his banishment he tarried at Camelot;
here many an adventure had Tristram, many a jousting,
many a prize. Once he was wounded by Sir Launcelot and
once he smote down Falomides. And when Launcelot received
the prize he would have given it to Tristram but that
knight was now].ere to be found- -rather was he in prison
with Sir Falomides and Sir Dinodan. Now when he escaped
he bore the shield that Morgan Le Pay delivered to him
and did bravely in the lists at Camelot where none knew
him, not even King Arthur. One day when Launcelot
discovered him he took him to the king of all the land
27
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and there was held much feasting and Arthur desired
that Tristram abide at his court. Thus was Tristram
placed in the siege of Marhaus and made knight of the
Table Round.
When Mark heard these things he was grieved sore
and he sent men to espy what deeds were done by Tristram.
So did the queen for there was great love ’ twixt her and
Tristram. Now King Mark set out with two knights for
Arthur's court to wreak his vengeance upon Tristram, and
going thither he killed both those good knights. Sir
Bersules and Sir Amant . Whereat Sir Launcelot would have
fought King Mark but that he yielded himself as recreant
and threw himself on Arthur’s mercy, who at Tristram's
intercession, spared him. Then made Arthur a request
of Mark that he take back with him to Cornwall the
brave Tristram. This the false Mark promised to do and
the two turned back to Tintagil.
Then by misfortune came out of Session a hideous
host to storm the castle of Tintagil which would have
been lost but for the noble valour of Tristram. And for
his pains he was imprisoned by Mark and was sorely missed
by La Beale Isoud. Then did ark falsely write letters
saying that the Pope desired Tristram to fight the Saracen
2S
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Tristram, when he read the letters, knew them to he in
"'ark's handwriting
.
After this did La Beale Isoud and Tristram escape
unto Camelot, and there King Arthur, Queen -uenever and
Sir Launcelot were passing glad and made much joy of them
Many adventures had Tristram but ever between jousts did
he resort unto Joyous Card where was La Beale Isoud that
loved him as her life.
Often did Tristram and Palomides fight long together
and at last was Palomides beaten by Tristram. "Then the
pavnim knight made wish to be clene confessed and truly
baptised. And so the king and all the court were glad
that Sir Palomides was christened. And at the same feast
in came Galahad and sat in the siege perilous . And so
therewithal departed and dissevered all the knights of
the Round Table. And Sir Tristram returned again into
Joyous Gard and Sir Palomides followed the questing beast
In Spenser's F'aeri Queene we find Tristram appearing
at the age of seventeen. Pe is pleasing, well-grown,
versed in hunting and harping. Baynadier says°, "Spenser
seems to have had no reason for introducing Tristram
except to add to the general interest of his poem by
5Ibid , nave 271
•,
bringing into it one of the best known heroes of old
romance
.
M
Again, Maynadier says of Scott^, "Later he had some
thought, which he soon gave up, of editing Malory’s
"Morte D ’Arthur , " long a favorite of his. And in 1804
he proved himself a careful antiquarian in editing and
concluding that "Sir Tristram" of the end of the thirteenth
century which had stopped at Tristram’s receiving his
mortal wound. Though Scott had not the linguistic
knowledge which the nineteenth century has given scholars
of today, yet on the whole he imitated well the language
of the mediaeval romance; it is not every student who can
tell where Scott's work begins and the old ends. The
stanzas which he added, more-over, give accurately, and
in the mediaeval temper, the incidents of the old legends."
Arnold’s Tristram and Iseult
In Arnold’s Tristram and Iseult we find Tristram
dying in the castle in Brittany as he waits anxiously
for the coming of Iseult of Ireland to allay his fever
before he slips away into another world, his wife, the
golden-haired Iseult of the Snow-White lands
,
cares for
him tenderly
.
6
Ibid, page 335
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In the windy December night as Tristram lies dying,
there come back to him in his delerium flashes of other
events in other days: his trip from Ireland to Cornwall
with the proud, dark-haired Iseult, their quaffing of
the magic draught which bound their souls together
forever, their trysts in the old castle of Tyntagel,
his happy days with Launcelot at Joyous Guard, his fights
against the heathen, at King Arthur’s side.
When in his lucid intervals he recognizes his wife,
Iseult, he begs her to save her strength, to rest, to
care for their three young children who are asleep in the
castle this dark night.
At last upon the clear night air are heard the
footsteps of Queen Iseult of Cornwall who reaches the
dying knight only to see him die—but not before she has
had time to tell him that her love for him has been
constant and unchanging. She tells him further that she
will stay close by and nurse him through his illness,
that his wife must look upon her as a quiet watcher and
a friend. But Tristram's spirit is fast slipping away
and as it goes, Iseult dies too.
The bodies of Tristram and Iseult lie in King Hare’s
chapel in Cornwall, while back in Brittany in her castle
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by the sea lives the quiet, gravely beautiful Iseult
of the Vi/hite lands, who lives now only for her three
children. They spend quiet days, bound in by the sound
of the sea and here she tells them tales told her by
Breton grandaraes--of Merlin and his enchanted sleep, of
the fay Vivian. Little do the children realize the quiet
resignation of their mother as they face their lives
confident and happy in the watchfulness of her love.
Tennyson's The Last Tournament
In Tennyson's The Last Tournament we find Tristram,
Sir Tristram of the woods, leaving behind him his bride,
Isolt of the White Hands . Arthur is summoned away from
the jousts at Camelot and takes with him some of his
younger knights to quell an uprising in the north.
He leaves Lancelot to adjudicate any questions that may
arise
.
On the morrow is held a tournament, called in
mockery by some "The Tournament of the Dead Innocence,"
and here Tristram wins and receives from Lancelot a prize,
a carcanet of rubies which the queen had offered to the
victor
.
This prize he bears away to Lyonnesse, to Isolt,
Mark's wife, and he ponders meanwhile how he can best tell
3 ?

her of his recent marriage and how she rill receive him.
After a few days' westward journey, he comes to a lodge
of intertwisted ooughs where he and Isolt had lived a
month together before she was snatched back by Mark to
lone Tintagil's towers. ere he rests and dreams of the
blue-black Irish hair and Irish eyes that have drawn
him back to Britain and of the cool white hands of his
Breton wife.
When he reaches Tintagil he finds Isolt sitting in
a sunset-flooded casement. At his step she springs up,
relieved to find that it is not Mark, and embraces him
warmly. She warns him that although Mark has reputedly
gone on a three -day hunting trip that he may return at
any moment, and that if he discovers him there he will
injure him sorely.
e finds that she already knows of his marriage to
Isolt of the White Hands, which news hark told her months
before and she chides him for having left his bride with
only sweet memories for company, he replies that it is
the name Isolt that he loves--that In has loved always --
and that his "patient, prayerful, meek" wife will find
joy in yielding herself to God.
Each berates the other for swearing false vows when
their hearts were not in them, and Tristram, disheartened.
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disillusioned, says that his philosophy has changed, that
he believes one must grasp each moment of joy as it
presents itself. Then they come to full accord, discuss
the past, muse upon the future, and as Tristram places
the string of blood-red rubies about Isolt's neck and
clasps her to him, out of the darkening sunset behind
him, leaps Mark and cleaves Tristram through the brain.
That same night King Arthur returns home in the
chill autumn air, gloomy, dispirited, to find his Queen’s
bower dark and empty. Pain weighs heavily in hi. heart
as he realizes that the c:reat days of his knights and
their brave deeds are a thing of yesteryear, that at last
?nas come the sunset of his reign.
Wagner’s Tristran and Isolda
In Wagner’s opera Tristan and Isolda we see Tristran,
valiant Cornish knight, bringing Isolda, the beautiful
princess of Ireland across the sea as a bride for his
uncle, King Hark. He is deeply in love with her, but
because of a blood feud between them, forces himself to
conceal his passion. Isolda, angry at his seeming
unkindness, attempts to poison herself and him, but her
attendant, the faithful Brangaera, changes t e draft
for a love potion, which enflames their passion beyond
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power of restraint.
Isolda reaches Tintagil and is wedded to King dark,
but holds stolen interviews with Tristan. One night
when Mark and Melot are supposed to be away hunting, they
return to interrupt the tryst of the two lovers. hurt
that his supposed friend Melot has betrayed him, and
touched by King Mark’s bitter reproaches, Tristan
provokes Melot to fight and allows himself to be mortally
wounded
.
Tristan's faithful servant, Kurvenal, carries his
wounded master to his native home in Brittany, where he
is carefully tended. Isolda, who is greatly skilled in
the healing arts, is sent for. The excitement of her
approach only hastens Tristan's death and he dies in
her arms. Mark, who has had the mystery of the love
potion explained to him by Brangaena, follows. Me is
prepared to reunite the lovers but it is too late . Isolda
grieves over the body of her lover, and her heart breaks:
in death alone are they united.
Swinburne's "Tristram of Lyonesse"
In Swinburne's "Tristram of Lyonesse" we gaze upon
the lovely, golden-haired Iseult of Ireland as she, in
company with her faithful royal handmaid Brangwain,
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crosses the sea to Cornwall, led there by Tristram
to be ‘lark’s bride. A fierce storm arises and Tristram
takes the oars to help the sailors right the boat. Pe
is spent and weary and Iseult gives him to drink w' at
she supposes is wine --but which is in reality a love
potion entrusted by her mother, the queen of Ireland,
to Brangwain and Intended for Mark and Iseult on their
wedding night. Iseult, too, quaffs the drink and she
and Tristram are from that glorious awakening moment
bound to love each other always.
When the wedding night arrives, the lovers persuade
Bragwain to go in under the cover of darkness to hark,
while they taste the delights of love together. This
subterfuge is resorted to many ti es and not discovered
by Mark because when the dawn lights up the room
Bragwain has fled and the beautiful queenly Iseult Is
at his side.
There comes to ‘lark's court a swarthy pagan knight,
brave Palamede, disguised as a minstrel. he finds favor
with the king who promises him any gift he shall ask.
Palamede asks that he be given Iseult who he says Is the
most beautiful of all women next to Arthur’s queen
Guenevere. Mark is loathe to give his wife to the

stranger knight, out does not wish to retract his promise,
iseult rides away quietly and her very dignity saves her
from any advances Palamede might wish to make.
The next day Tristram hears of this, rides in hot
pursuit of the pair, finds them in the forest, fights
with Palamede and overcomes him. Then the lovers, appy
together, and caring naught for aught else, spend a happy
summer in a lodge in the forest where day after day of
sunshine, hunting, and happiness ensue.
King Mark and his men come upon them asleep in the
wood with a sword between them. Mark believes them
innocent of any wrongdoing and takes them back to high
Tintagel. But shortly thereafter, through the treachery
of a knight whom Tristram trusted, the tryst of the
lovers is discovered. Mark would have imprisoned Tristram
but the young knight leaped from the chapel tower into
the sea, whence he is rescued by Gouvernayle
,
his squire.
He goes away to fight the heathen, and eventually
comes to Brittany where dwells a king and his son and
daughter, his daughter is young and beautiful with a
glo?/ing white beauty; she is called Iseult of the
White hands . Tristram falls in love with her name which
recalls to him a love past all believing. At last he

weds her, hut remembering his love in Cornwall whom he
will cherish always, he makes her his wife in name only.
Eis wife f s brother Ganhardine learns the true state
of the relationship and is angry at Tristram, whereupon
Tristram takes him to Joyous Gard to show him the fairest
woman in the world. Once again are the lovers united and
spend a joyous summer together, but as the autumn comes
a quiet foreboding of death, which they do not fear, fills
their hearts, as Tristram makes ready to return to Brittany
Eere he is greeted by Ganhardine upon his arrival
and told of the fierce ravaging of an enemy, the giant
Argon. Tristram fights this evil one and beats him but
in so doing is gravely wounded in the struggle, he lies
dying in the castle by the sea and his sad-faced, bitter,
disappointed wife watches by his side. er brother us
returned to Cornwall to fetch Iseult whose sail is to be
white. As the ship approaches the shore, Iseult of the
White hands sees the white sail but bitterness overcomes
her and she tells Tristram that the sail is black. At
This, Tristram, broken- earted, dies--and Iseult of
Cornwall dies when she beholds the lifeless form of her
lover
.
When King hark learns the truth about the love
potion he grieves that he did not know the truth so that

be could have made amends to the two fated always* to
love each other. e takes their bodies back to Tintagel
and builds a chapel to house their remains--and today
they sleep, buried beneath the sea in the lost land of
Lyonesse
.
Masefield’s Tristan and Isolt
In Masefield's Tristan and Isolt we see Tristan,
a young Pictish prince and Dinan, his steward, arriving
at the court of Marc King of Cornwall, "‘arc is a vassal
to Kolbein, a Scandinavian pirate who holds the kingdom
of Cornwall as his vassalage. Twenty years before
Kolbein had killed '"arc's father and would have murdered
his sister Olwen had not King Tallorc borne her away and
married her. Later Kolbein pursued and killed Tallorc
and at the death of Olwen, the faithful Dinan brings up
the child Tristan as his own son. how Dinan reveals
the identity of Tristan who is delighted to be able to
help his uncle King Marc.
Tristan fights Kolbein and wounds him unto the death.
Before he dies he grants freedom to Cornwall, makes
Marc promise to wed his daughter Isolt of Ireland, and
makes Tristan promise to take his body home to his queen
Thurid and give Isolt safe escort back to Marc. This
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Tristan agrees to do.
When he reaches Ireland he finds that Queen Thurid
and Isolt greet him as a deliverer; the queen has long
hated Xolbein who slew her husband and thus became
Isolt' s foster father. Before Tristan's return trip to
Cornwall with Isolt, the queen entrusts a love potion to
Brangwen, Isolt 's gentlewoman. It happens, however, that
Isolt and Tristan drink of this magic brew before they
sail and before they peach Cornwall they belong to each
other
.
Tristan wishes to disclose to hare the fact that he
and Isolt love each other, but fails to do so and even
absents himself from the wedding ceremony. : owever, he
returns that evening and Isolt is distraught as she is
torn between her love for him and her wifely duty to Marc.
After much persuasion, Bragwen agrees to take
Isolt’s place in the darkened bridal bower. Tristan
brings in the bridal cup from which Bragwen drinks the
remainder of the good wine
,
leaving only the drug for
fare to consume. Tristan and Isolt spend the night
together, the golden-haired queen replacing the faithful
Bragwen as dawn lights up the eastern sky, and while
"arc is still asleep.
40

Kai, Marc’s steward and Bedwyr , his daily, suspect
Isolt and Tristan and set many traps to catch them. They
persuade the king to return to the castle 'after he sets
out on a hunting trip- -word having reached them that
Isolt would return from her summer lodge to join Tristan
at the palace. Tristan sends the swinherd to warn the
queen while he tends the swine. When Marc learns of
this, he orders Tristan banished.
Arthur, who is at Tintagel, warns the queen and
her lover as they are to be spied upon by Marc and Kai
.
Isolt defies them, tells of her love for Tristan and
escapes with him to live in a rough dwelling in the woods
.
There, one day, Marc comes upon them as they lie asleep
with a naked sword between them. Ee places his glove
upon it and withdraws; when Isolt sees the glove she
realizes that Marc has discovered them and she tells
Tristan that she must return to the palace as Marc has
outdone them in magnaminity. Tristan says that hence-
forth he will hunt deer in the forest, as the ways of
women are past his understanding.
Marc goes off with Arthur to fight the heathen in
the east and Isolt, now forgiven, is left to rule
Cornwall in his absence. Meanwhile Tristan wanders mad
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and naked in the forest, thinking that Isolt is dead.
Brangwen
,
who pities all lovers, treats him kindly when
he returns to ask where they have buried Isolt. Isolt
comes upon him talking with Brangwen and orders him
flogged and cast out of the boundaries of the kingdom.
Then comes to Isolt the news that Marc has been
killed in battle . She learns from Bragwen that Tristan
is living in a hut on the moor, or rather, is dying
there. She repairs to the hut, but only to see him die.
Then, driven by remorse and despair, and realizing what
misery she has brought to two men who loved her, she
kills herself and dies beside her lover. So, too late,
do Dinan, Brangwen and Arthur arrive; they find to quote
Arthur’s words, "Spirits of love, not bodies bleeding."

Robinson ' s Tristram
In Robinson’s Tristram we see Isolt of the White
Hands and her father King rowel of Brittany looking
northward toward England. Isolt is dreaming of the
valiant Tristram, the Cornish knight who had visited
them, and who on leaving bad given her an agate and told
her that he would return one day.
King Eowel chides her gently and tells her that she
must not believe the hairy, mannerless men who come out
of the north, that Tristram's coming back may be as
likely as the coming back of King Mark of Cornwall, his
uncle
,
who is that very night making the dark Isolt of
Ireland his queen. But the rood King Bowel realizes, as
he watches his gravely beautiful daughter, that she is
no longer a child, that she is fast growing into a woman.
Across the sea in Cornwall that very evening Tristram
stands disconsolate in the deepening gloom. Below him
at the foot of the steep steps leading down from King
Mark’s castle moans the sea; above, flash the lights
and sparkle of the gayety of the marriage festivities
just completed. The festivities that mark the union
of the aging King Mark of Cornwall and the perilously
beautiful Isolt of Ireland, whom Tristram, all too late,
realizes that he loves . Be senses now that a Y/ord from
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him, rather than dumb loyalty to his uncle, would have
saved life for him and for Isolt.
As he stands there in the damp darkness, he finds
his faithful servitor, Gouvernail, at his side. Gouvernail
tells him that his uncle requests his presence at the
feasting but Tristram bids' him depart to the king and
offer what excuse he may for his absence. No sooner has
Gouvernail departed than there comes over the slippery
stair lithe Queen Morgan who seeks by her wiles to charm
Tristram and to get him to return to the feast. ere
again, Tristram is adamant and the soft and sinuous queen
retreats without her quarry.
In his reverie Tristram sees again the ship on
which he brought to Cornwall from Ireland the proud
Isolt. he lives again the moments on that ship and as
he is lost in his thoughts, Brangwaine
,
Isolt* s gentle-
woman, is beside him and with her is Isolt. Now all the
doubt and uncertainty are gone : the two who love each
other so much are in each other's arms and time stands
still f or them. Nov/, all too late, pour forth those
words, which had they been spoken sooner, would have
made a heaven on earth for them. Tristram feels the
terror that possesses Isolt as she thinks of the long
44

years ahead with the unloved Mark. They pledge undying
love to each other, and in the ecstasy of that vow they
do not hear the warning call from Brangwaine . Isolt
steps back and out of the shadows leaps the crafty
Andred who fights with Tristram and shortly thereafter
lies in a crumpled heap at the foot of the stone steps.
With Andred has come Mark who has seen enough to
make him suspect the lovers. lie demands an explanation
from Tristram, and hot, angry words follow. The older
man, selfish and lewd, gloats over the younger who draws
his sword against him. Then Mark banishes Tristram from
his kingdom. Tristram goes forth into the storm with a
vision of terror-stricken violet-blue eyes to haunt him
on his remorseful journey.
For days he struggles through the storm-wracked
country-side, until worn out with grief and weariness,
he drops exhausted. When he awakens he finds himself
in a rude hut and Oouvernail watching over him. . is
faithful attendant takes him to the castle of Queen
Morgan who nurses him back to health. She hopes, but
vainly, to make him a prisoner to her blandishments.
Finally, she releases him when she finds that her charms
have no effect unon him.
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I/hen Tristram recovers he thinks with joy of the
safe haven that Brittany should, offer. " e recalls a
kindly king who welcomed him once; he remembers with
gratefulness the quiet beauty of that king’s child. To
Brittany, then, he goes with Gouvcrnail. -e is welcomed
by the king and his court and he is doubly welcomed
when he wipes out Griffon, a fiery marauder who is
laying waste the countryside.
After defeating Griffon, Tristram lingers through
a happy, quiet summer. He learns to care for the fair
young Isolt whose love for him is patent. At last, more
in gratefulness than love, he asks her to marry him.
Quiet days follow, days filled with peace and tenderness
but not with passion. The fair Isolt is happy with her
husband whom she almost worships in her abject devotion
to him.
At last, out from Camelot comes gay Gawaine with
news that Tristram is to return with him to be made a
Knight of the Round Table by King Arthur. Gawaine is
struck by Isolt's fair beauty and resents the fact that
Tristram seems eager to leave this peaceful scene. Isolt
is quiet at the parting; in her ! eart she fears that
Tristram will never return despite his warm protestations
to the contrary.
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After the ceremony of knighthood is bestowed *
Tristram goes off to Joyous Gard with Lancelot, here,
in Mark’s absence, is Isolt, brought by Guinevere, and
here the lovers are united in a joy beyond all telling.
Here is a happy space of deep love, of a happiness so
throbbing and so vital that all hint of coming shadows
is as nothing; even death holds no terror for this pair
fated to love each other for all eternity.
And so at Joyous Gard passes another summer when
the wine of life flows freely; when sunshine, and the
sparkle of the ocean hold a dearness and life itself
is precious for the sharing of it with a loved one.
One fall day as Tristram returns to the castle,
he finds that Isolt is gone. Mark has returned by boat
and taken her back, a prisoner, to Tintagel. His news
almost breaks Tristram’s heart, he falls in a swoon and
it is with grave anxiety that Gawaine
,
Brangwaine and
Gouvernail watch over him to support his slowly returning
strength.
When he is able to travel he goes to Tintagel only
to find Isolt gravely ill and hark repentant. Quietly
the three sit and converse-agreeable at long last and
friendly too. Isolt tells Tristram that some day he will

return to Brittany to the other Isolt . But that is not
to be. The dread Andred must have his ill-contained
revenge. As Tristram bends over Isolt 's couch Andred
advances and plunges a knife into his back. Too late
comes the cry of Brangwaine; too late, follow Mark and
Gouvemail
.
The dying Isolt dies with her arms about her lover
and his head pillowed on her breast. Mark, shaken and
filled with forgiveness, believes that here must be the
peace of which he and Isolt had spoken during their last
tranquil days together.
Ofawaine returned to Brittany to tell the news of
Tristram’s death to Isolt--news softened in the telling
by Gawaine's and King Lowell's understanding.
Isolt accepts the news bravely but In her breast
is a new wisdom and a new understanding as she looks
again northward with a kind of brave despair.
M
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CHAPTER IV
The Authors: How They Reflect the Viewpoint
of Their Times
Sir Thomas Malory (1478-1535?)
Although all of the later writers who treat of the
Arthurian cycle go back to Malory as a source, compar-
atively little is known of the man himself. He was a
knight, a member of Parliament and a Lancastrian who
shared the misfortunes of his party. This man who
painted a picture of the evils of civil war in his
legendary kingdom was a victim of the Wars of the loses
and this fact majr perhaps account for a kind of quiet
dignity and a haunting melancholy that sometimes is felt
in his pages
.
There is no question but that his seal in collecting
French Aurthurian romances and welding them into a
connected story of Arthur's court, has preserved for
later times a picture of the early mythic days that might
otherwise have been utterly lost. Though it is probable
that the reader of today may find that Malory's self-
conscious style forms a barrier between him and the
author of the fifteenth century, he must nevertheless
49
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admire the man's temerity and courage in venturing into
what was then an almost entirely new field of writing.
And, too, he must be grateful to him for forging the
golden chain that links our today to his yesterday.
The critics who dislike Malory's style say that it
is dry, inartistic, that it has ill-chosen originals.
Those who like it say that it is a prose epic, the
best romance in the language, a model of style, and a
priceless treasure of English literature.
Malory, who was a Christian gentleman of wide
culture for his time, was interested in showing how the
beauties of his religion were exemplified in the lives
of fifth-century heroes. Malory writes of these people,
separated from him by ten centuries, as if they were his
contemporaries
,
people with fifteenth-century scruples.
Most people will agree that the printer Caxton was
well inspired on the day he printed Sir Thomas Malory's
forte D 'Arthur. There may be wide digressions and huge
parentheses in the separate adventures of the different
knights, but in this work can be distinguished a
dominant story, that of Arthur, followed by the tale of
Sangreal. The book ends religiously; Guenever becomes
a nun; Lancelot a hermit. Me feel that it does bear a
£.
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relation to actualities
.
7
To quote from Legouis and Cazainian, "Both this
application to the author's own time and the moral lesson
which unites the adventures are uncertain, vague and
hesitating in Malory's work. Even the moral is in-
consistent, for Launcelot and G-uenever in their sin are
cited as an example to true lovers. ence the Puritan
reproach, formulated by Roger Ascham: "the whole
pleasure of whiche booke standeth in two speciall pyntes,
in open man's slaughter and bold bawdrye . " In, fact,
this over-loose compilation lacks unity both of thought
and of plot.
"It has, however, another unity, that of manner,
tone and atmosphere. Malory transports us to a strange
country in a distant world, unreal. Impossible and yet
imaginatively coherent--a country where all is tourneys
and battles, where the only dwellings reared are castles,
a country without agricultural life or trade, a region
of mirage in which the marvellous is at home and
fantastic personages are plausible.
"It is the evocation of a vanished epoch, of a sort
of golden age, a story of the Round Table written during
7
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atrocious civil conflict. It is a refuge
,
beneath
hovering and all-diffused melancholy, from the hardships
and crudities of the present.
"The narrator of these fanciful tales found a stj^le
which fits them we 11- -simple
,
even childish, monotonous,
but harmonious and having poetic cadences. A clear,
transparent and smooth style with no fixed date, though
it breathes a soft archaic odour. It betrays neither
labour nor culture . The charm of this prose is that it
is made up of poetic reminiscences inherited from a long
line of earlier poems. The style is that of the fairy-
tales which are told to little children, and makes a
Frenchman think of Perrault's stories, but it is the
product of a period which was less wise than Perrault’s
and of a narrator less self-conscious than he. It is
delicious prose of a particular kind, although unfit for
other than its own purpose, as is apparent when the
author attempts to reason. But when he relates he
reaches excellence. An artist like Tennyson could do
no better than translate almost literally Malory's story
of Arthur’s death and of the colloquy between him and
Sir Bedivere. There are even good judges who prefer
5 ?
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Malory’s simple prose to the too elaborate verses of the
Victorian poet.
"The literary importance and influence of this
collection cannot be exaggerated. It is -England’s first
book in poetic prose, and also the storehouse of those
legends of the past which have most haunted English
imaginations . It is the work which kept the chivalrous
spirit alive among the literate, the poets and gentry,
while the people were fed by the chap-books . Whether
such a book would have met with a like fortune in France
is doubtful. The author does not sufficiently dominate
his material for a French audience. ie is incapable
of making an explanation or giving a sign of self-
consciousness. He repeats his tale like a marvelling
child trying to tell faithfully what it has heard and not
entirely understood. He gives a wide field to the
imagination and does not trouble himself about the
intelligence .
"
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Matthew Arnold (1822-1338)
In Matthew Arnold we see one of the lesser
luminaries of the great era of Victorian poetry. However,
the quiet radiance and gentle warmth of his writing
are worthy of attention. re stands out as an influential
and characteristic figure of the Middle Victorian period.
Instead of vibrant optimism and a smug complacency,
we find, about 1860, an Inclination to self-examination,
self-questioning, self-criticism, even distrust in
Arnold’s outlook on life.
Arnold’s lack of satisfaction with mortal life
extended to his haunting doubts about Immortality. When
his father, famous headmaster of Rugby, died in 1857,
he wrote: ("Rugby Chapel," November, 1851)
0 strong soul, by what shore
Tarries t thou now? For that force
Surely, has not been left vain!
Somewhere, surely, afar
In the sounding labor-house vast
Of being, is practised that strength
Zealous, beneficient, firm!
Arnold was throughout his life reserved, doubtful,
critical, melancholy. T e was cheerful, sometimes even
gay in his social life, and he enjoyed fair success in

most of* his undertakings . At Rugby School he wrote a
prize poem which he himself considered superior to his
later performance at Oxford, where he won the Hewdigate
prize and a fellowship, he taught for a time, was later
secretary to Lord Larsdowne, and in 1351 became an
inspector of schools. From this post he retired on
pension, in 1385.
His poetry was written mainly in the early part of
his career; the later part of which was given chiefly to
critical lectures and prose writing. He was for ten
Shears professor of poetr 3r at Oxford, and made two lecture
tours in the United States
. He traveled much on the
continent and was struck by the sonberness and narrowness
of life in Mid-Victorian England. His later writings
were chiefly concerned v/ith the social and religious
conditions of contemporary life. He criticized
mercilessly the combination of Puritanism and Commercial-
ism which he felt was to blame for much of the drabness
of life in England and the United States
. He condemned
with equal vehemence the ‘'barbarous" English aristocracy,
the "di ilistine " middle class, and the ignorant and
impoverished proletariat.
,
lie preached the gospel of "sweetness and light",
advocated "culture" against the prevailing "anarchy",
and suggested a greater degree of equality in English
class relations. Ee was often upbraided because of his
attitude of superiority, but his suggestions were not
without effect, even though some of the evils against
which he preached still prevail today.
Arnold lived during the last fifteen years of his
life at Cobham, Surrey. Ee dibd suddenly from heart
disease at Liverpool, where he had gone to meet a married
daughter then living in New York City.
O
It is said of him, " ore definitely than any English
writer before him, Hatthew Arnold based his work and his
life upon the intellectual principle of criticism.
Professional philosophies, such as Hume, had put every
idea, and some social facts, to the test of a severe
examination. But, as yet, no one had studied from the
psychological point of view the very attitude of the
national mind, the focus, as it were
,
from which all the
various ways and habits of the British people radiate
out; and, discovering the radical weakness in the clear
realisation of self, had endeavoured by persistent and
3
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multiple effort to d iffuse self-knowledge, from that
centre, over every field of thought and action. This was
Arnold's mission, and in it his personality takes on its
distinctive character. The poet in him, although
intimately associated with the critic, does not work in
complete unison with him; he confesses the anguish of a
courageous thought; he avows the melancholy which mingles
with the clear-sightedness of the modern mind; he reveals
a more complex and more attractive sensibility than that
of the critic; he is, in many ways, nearer to our own
age. he will probably better stand the test of time.
But in the history of literature, as in t hat of ideas,
Arnold the prose writer is a more commanding figure; he
has exercised a wider influence. .ho has been in the
'broadest sense the preacher of the doctrine of in-
tellectual culture, to a civilization mainly satisfied
with the success of empirical ambitions.
”To preach upon the text of intelligence is a
ticklish task to a man with a sense of humour. It
demands a dexterous touch. Arnold is not always free
from a shade of priggishness. Eis magistral authority
was at times too sure of itself; the more so, as he
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does not on all occasions follow out his own principle
to the end. He wants the activity of the mind to play
freely round all habits and beliefs, and to accept no
values unless they have been revised. This current of
critical thought bathing the dim unconscious recesses of
the soul, and restoring its spontaneous freshness to all
the inner personality of man, this spirit of calm self-
possession, remind us of the teaching of the Greeks,
and of that of Goethe. The wisdom which Arnold thus
invokes is elevating and beautiful. e has lived up to
it to the utmost of his ability, and has given attractive
examples of his faith. Still, he has not risen at all
points to the height of his own ideal. Prejudices,
narrowness of outlook, passive ways of thinking, have
limited or warped his mental perspective in certain
directions. His social and moral philosphy is at once
bold and timorous. He was unconscious of the fact that
in many respects he could not and did not see clearly.
Yet his outlook is none the less honest and frank, and
often proves very penetrating.
"There is nothing of the revolutionary spirit in the
work of Arnold. In making certain sacrifices, which he
deems inevitable, to the principle of criticism in all
5 «
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he is but following the instinct of a
conservative nature. But he intellectualises and brings
to consciousness the national preferences which he
accepts, and in so doing he adopts a strongly hostile
attitude as to the national habit of empricial un-
consciousness. tT e is the prophet of equanimity by way
of a flexible habit of reasoning. The prose-writer in
Arnold and the poet are both at the centre of a period,
of which they represent the distinctive character with
all its dominant traits."
In Arnold’s Tristram and Iseult, written in 1352,
we find his only attempt at an Arthurian subject. His
story confines itself to the closing scenes of Tristram’s
life and presents a picture unlike that of Tennyson or
Swinburne, and only very occasionally like that of
Malory. Although Arnold's poem was written two years
earlier than Tennyson’s, five years earlier than Wagner’s
opera, and thirty years earlier than Swinburne’s poem,
it seems to be nearer in spirit to our da}^ than any of
these others .
To be sure, he retains the old outlines of the story,
out he makes two noteworthy changes. He makes Iseult
arrive at Tristram’s sick-bed just before instead of just
59
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after his death. He gives Iseult of Brittany two
children. His characters seem to be a blend of nine-
teenth century gentility, who suffer as Arnold's con-
temporaries would under like circumstances, and early
mediaeval simplicity
.
The introduction of the tale of Merlin and Vivian
which Iseult of Brittany recites to her children gives
much of the mediaeval effect to the poem. It is perhaps
the modernising of the old characters which gives a
quality and meaning which is always present, in one
form or another, in the greatest poetry.

Alfred, Lord Tennyson (1809-1392)
Tennyson stands as the embodiment of the Victorian
period in thought and in literature. Lis name and
Browning ’ s are two great ones on which may be hung the
others
.
he was born in 1S09 in Somersby, Lincolnshire, where
his father was rector of a small parish, "a mere hamlet of
sixty souls.” he prepared for Cambridge under his father’s
tutelage and entered Trinity College in 1828. 7,bile still
a freshman, he won the English poetry prize with a blank
verse on the assigned subject of Timbuctoo. './hen he was
but twenty-one he publish ed a volume. Poems, Chiefly
Lyrical, and he realized that poetry was to be his vocation
from then on.
A group of undergraduates known as ”The Apostles”
took life rather seriously, and often discussed political
questions as well as problems of theology and philosophy.
Tennyson as one of the active leaders of the group.
The period of his greatest popularity probably dated
from the beginning of the publication of the Idylls of
the King in 1352. In 1871 "The Last Tournament" was
published. In 1885 the "twelve books” were completed by
6l
,
the publication of "Balin and Balan." Each offering of
this cycle was greeted with well-nigh universal applause.
A few critics, however, rebelled at what they termed the
sentimentalizing of the mediaeval stories and the dis-
torting of the main figures and events to make them
accord with the Victorian proprieties.
Tennyson himself said of "The Idylls", "The whole is
the dream of man coming into practical life and ruined by
one sin. Birth is a mystery and death is a mystery, and
in the midst lies the tableland of life and its struggles
and performances. It Is not the history of one man or of
one generation, but a whole cycle of generations."
In "The Last Tournament" we have a gloomy picture.
The season is late autumn and the falling leaves, chill
rains, and furious storms epitomize the passing of the
glory that was Arthur's court. The shadows are falling,
and with their fall are passing purity, honor, good faith,
and lojralty.
The Tristram pictured is weak, vainglorious, and
altogether unworthy, he deserts his wife without cause to
return to his first love, Isolt of Ireland. Nor is she
any more attractive In character. Lancelot is lifeless, a
mere shadow of his former nreatness. iuinevere is at last

beginning to Teel remorse because of her sin. Only Arthur
stands out as great; r,3ut in the heart of Arthur pain was
lord
.
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It is said'; "As for the Idylls of the king," intended
by the poet to be his most spacious effort, they only
remain a tjrpical product of Victorian art. Here we have
the triumph^ of an idealisation by principles which, seeks
for beauty in refinement, and which, to veil the crude
elements of passion as well as the problems of thought,
transposes them into an atmosphere of distant legendary
lore. The choice of the episodes, the quality of the
images, the hieratic attitude of the figures, the ecstatic
simplicity of the outline, the restrained ardour of the
feelings, the r ich light as from a stained-glass window
wich. suffuses the whole work, all suggest the contemporary
painting of Rossetti and Burne-Jones. During this phase
of his career Tennyson fell victim tc the fascination of
the Pre-Raphaelite ideal, to which he had already been
drawn by his partiality for precise detail and minute
observation. 3y a sheer miracle he fulfilled his intention
and gave the cycle of tales, in which, round the magic
name of Arthur, he wove symbolic and modern allegories,
9
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a genuine human interest, over and above the charm of a
somewhat bloodless distinction. Some of his characters
are living, and it must be admitted t hat the touch of the
writer, the artist or the musician in language, has never
been more exquisite. But at the same time one cannot
forget the essential artificiality of this imaginative
epic, at once mystical and moralising. It destroys the
original character which the poetic instinct of generation
after generation had been given those legends, and in its
place s ubstitutes t he languorous suavity of a conventional
age
.
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Tennyson kept his lyrical gift to the end of his life,
and his works were warmly welcomed by an ever-respectful
public. Twice he declined a peerage; at the age of
seventy-five he finally accepted, took his seat in the
house of Lords, but voted onljr twice. In 1850 he succeeded
Wordsworth as poet laureate. lie died in 1892 and was
buried in Westminster Abbey. One of his latest lyrics,
"Crossing the Bar," was sung as an anthem.
Tennyson as one of the great masters of narrative
blank verse. The line from the Passing of Arthur, "So
all day long the noise of battle rolled," is but typical
of many in the Idylls that have a noble sound. I is lines
6U

show a vividness of drawing, a variety of subject, and
a wide range of feeling. e is a poet who can depict with
ease the marvels of nature from the lowest to the highest.
t
”^ M To sum up, the impression left by Tennyson is
more substantial and varied than the reader might be led
to expect from the impoverished stylisation of his genius
,
which the poet himself no doubt was responsible for and
encouraged, out of which he has been the victim. As the
finest example of a culture that is too wise, too
scrupulous and conscientious, to countenance any im-
prudence on t he part of the artistic imagination- -even
that impendence which is a condition of she most faithful
endeavours--Tennvson is still near enough to the elementary
forces of Romanticism, to retain much of their creative
energy; and the delicacy of his taste so genuinely re- •
fleets the purity of -the spiritualised nature, that he
runs no risk of enervating poetry, while idealising it.
-e has in him strains of passion, of disquietude, through
the outer polish of his art as a contradiction. But if
the substance of his work is thus less homogenous, on the
other hand the writer becomes more human and more true to
life. Tennyson pre-eminently represents Victorian
10
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literature, a privilege which today is in the eyes of many
one of his shortcomings; the time will come, no doubt,
when impartial criticism will judge him not as the greates
poet, but as the most admirable artist of the nineteenth
century in England, inferior only in this resoect to what
Keats gave promise of, and at rare moments came to achieve
M One can count all the more firmly on a reaction of
public opinion in his favour, as the vein of his genius
is distinctly national, and he has voiced better than any
other the instincts, feelings and preferences whicl have
never ceased to feed the moral personality of the English
people. One thing alone might detract from the value of
this claim, and that would be the decisive establishment
of a European culture; even then, Tennyson would remain
the most faithful echo of the original."
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Wilhelm Richard Warner (1813-1885)
Wagner, in addition to his preeminence as a composer,
was a romantic poet and philosopher as well. I is life was
filled with drama, which, in turn, no doubt affected both
his musical compositions and his writings.
he was born at Leipzig, Prussia on hay 22, 1815. Ee
inherited his love of the theatre from his father who died
when he was quite young. His mother remarried soon after
and the family moved to Dresden, Saxony.
Elis tastes and his passion for poetry early found
expression in his translations from Homer and in the
writing of a tragedy based on Hamlet and King Lear. In
1850 he entered the university of Leipzig where his career
was marked by brilliant talents . During the next three
years he composed many works after standard models.
In 1836 he married an actress, Minna Palmer. In 1837-
1839 while in Riga he composed the opera "Rienzi." A
voyage to England inspired his composition of "The Flying
Dutchman." Ee composed "Tannhauser" at Weimer in 1849.
Here he formed a close friendship with Liszt, and here he
composed "Lohengrin." Accused to taking part in a revolu-
tion, he fled to Paris, thence to Zurich where he lived In
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poverty and exile until 1350. Je was director oi' tie
Zurich Musical Society and the orchestra in the theatre.
In 1S50 he conducted the Philharmonic Society in
London. Soon after this he was invited by LudwigII of
Bavaria to make his home in Munich, here he composed
"Tristan and Isolde" in 1855, "Weistersinger" in 135
,
"Seigfried" in 1359. In 1870 he married Casima, the
daughter of Liszt. In 1872 he settled in Bayreuth where
he composed the Nibelunger trilogy and where, a year
before his death, he finished "Parsifal."
Wagner was a musician of the highest type and a poet
of great preeminence in romantic drama. He aimed to
reform the old structure of the opera as a form of musical
expression, ie used the Beethoven development of
instrumental music as a basis for introducing his own
radical developments in vocal music and poetry. By
locating his operas in the dream land of myth and legend,
he endeavored to remove all sense of dramatic inconsistency
The orchestra was for him no longer a mere accompaniment
to the singer; it became parallel to and equally important
with the play, heightening its dramatic effect and making
it a well-rounded whole. Wagner utilized all the arts of
painting, sculpture, architecture to further the visible
1
unfolding of the opera.
Wagner followed the old Celtic legend in the outline
of his Tristan story. e borrowed freely from ti e
thirteenth century minnesinger, Gottfried von Strassburg,
in his treatment of the tale.
Wagner’s operas are more familiar to the English
world than are those of almost any other composer.
Wagner completed his "Tristan and Isolde" before Tennyson
made public his Idyll, "The Last Tournament." Wagner,
by composing “Lohengrin," "Tristan and Isolde" and
"Parsifal" added much to the interest in Arthurian subjects
In Tristan, Wagner has from dramatic necessity selected
three incidents which he thought most significant in the
adventures of his lovers. They are: the drinking of the
love potion, the interruption of the tryst by Mark, and
the death of Tristan and Isolde. In his treatment of the
story, there is no Iseult of the White Hands, and so
Tristan, in this version, does not marry. Then, too,
Iseult, called to Brittany by Tristan’s message, reaches
the sunny courtyard where her knight lies just before he
dies .
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Algernon Charles Swinburne (1357-1S09)
Swinburne, who was born in 1837, came of an
aristocratic family, and was for most of his life a rebel
against accepted form, both in poetry and in his
philosophical outlook on life. he was the son of a
British admiral and was born on the Isle of bight. e
early acquired a passionate love of the sea which he
shared with many English poets, from Beowulf to the present
day.
he was educated at Eton and Balliol College, Oxford,
where he made friends of william Lorris, Rossetti, and
Burne-Jones. he had no substantial connection with the
Pre-Raphaelite movement, though he owed to it, probably,
the development of the sensuous element in his poetry which
gave such serious offense on the publication of Poems and
Ballads in 1866
.
Swinburne was throughout his life very impressionable.
At Oxford he was swept away with enthusiasm for the
liberation of Italy and wrote an ode to the Italian
patriot, 'azzini, then a refugee in England. I is study of
C-reek tragedy is plainly seen in his poetic dramas, though
he is thoroughly romantic in spirit. I-e won prizes at
*
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Eton and also at Oxford for proficiency in French and
Italian. Re admired Victor Lugo whom he met in Paris in
1382; he was indebted also to later French poets
,
including Gautier and Baudelaire.
Re was a keen student of Elizabethan drama and wrote
eloquent critical eulogies of Shakespeare, Ben Johnson,
and Chapman. e defended his friends Rossetti and
eredith when they were assailed by ignorant reviewers.
v e praised others among his contemporaries, such as Carlyle,
Charlotte Bronte, and George Eliot.
In later years he could even write jubilantly of the
new imperialism of Queen Victoria's day. At the death of
Tennyson, Swinburne was hailed as the greatest living
poet, but his radical views prevented his appointment as
poet laureate. The last thirty years of his life he lived
in virtual retirement under the personal care of his friend
Theodore watts -Dunton at the Pines, Putney hill, near
London, where he died In 1909
.
In his earlier life he was an ardent republican and
skeptic, and a rebel against most of the Victorian
conventions, sexual and others, he openly expressed his dis
-
belief in the immortality of the soul.
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From too much love of living.
From hope and fear set free,
he thank with brief thanksgiving.
Whatever gods may be
That no life lives forever;
That dead men rise up never;
That even the weariest river
Winds somewhere safe to sea.
No one questions Swinburne’s fluid imagination, or
his mastery of metrical forms. I is denunciation of
political tyranny made him, with Browning, the master of
the younger generation. They chanted his rolling measures,
reveled in the mazes of his poetic language and hailed him
as one of the greatest living English poets.
Drinkwater “ says of him: "It has been said of
Swinburne that he was fond of playing with the loud pedal
down, but no man could awaken soft pedal melodies more
sweet and stilled Swinburne at his best and
greatest produced two kinds of poems quite unlike each
other and both unexcelled. In the first, the frenzied
rush of rhythm in the p ] rase of Buskin sweeps the soul
away before it as in the "Mater Triumpholis" and the
"Hymn to Man." In the second, the music lulled and
mesmerising has a charmer’s tune, bears the spirit to a
11
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land enchanted, a land of strange unearthly Wlossoms, the
wonder world of all the fair phantasmal women who are the
daughters of sweet dreams."
1°And to quote still further, . "A very considerable
poet, Swinburne yet is not the centre of his literary age.
he lacked, to be such, the determination and sureness of
instinct, half transformed as it is by the aesthetics of
Symbolism, his art still remains involved in Romanticism
pure and simple. What matters even more, among the possible
instruments of Symbolism, his temperament evinces a radical
preference, in which a weakness is betrayed; he chooses the
most accessible, though not always the most superficial
one; the luxuriant fluency and the musicalness of
vocabulary. It Is almost exclusively fro: the dazzling
abundance and sonorous Quality of words that he expects
the suggestion which will gather round poetic expression,
prolonging and amplifying it. This tendency may have been
encov.raged by Victor Pugo's verbal virtuosity; still, it
is spontaneous with Swinburne and carries him farther than
it did his master. So completely does he surrender to the
intoxication of language, that his inspiration, very
often, seems to follow no other guidance. The development
of each poem, constructed on a simple impression or Idea,
12
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obeys neither a principle of* mental logic, nor an artistic
judgment; it is shapeless, indefinite, monotonous, and
stops only from exhaustion. Ceaselessly taken up again,
the theme is illustrated by a profusion of images, itself
governed by a profusion of words. It is the word which
stands at the very centre of the thought, like the motive
in a symphony; through its meaning, and chiefly through
its colour and sound, it possesses a peculiar magnetism,
which attracts certain other vocables, and, by means of
these, other feelings and other' ideas. This attraction
acts through the normal needs; alliteration, whose sway
extends over several words In the same line, is at the
very heart of Swinburne's poetical rhetoric; sound, a
chord, connected by an elementary affinity with an aspect
of many poems, whose frames then build up through their
recurrence
.
"His genius is not philosophical; least of all is it
dramatic. His narrative, descriptive, elegiac poems
acquire animation and rise to a higher level as soon as
in their progress they can catch on to one of the favourite
themes --the sea, the joy of effort, the glory of life and
the universality of death, the procession of the seasons,
the power and the fragility of love, upon which his
.
unwearied fancy weaves syphonic variations. To the end,
the abundance and the quality of that production are
astonishing. The series inspired by the Arthurian
levends "Tristram of Lyoresse" bears being compared with
Tennyson's "Idylls of the King."
In 1882 Swinburne brought out his "Tristram of
Lyonese", an elaborate retelling of the Tristram story with
here and there a touch that might have been suggested by
Malory. However, he seems not to have taken his material
entirely from any one romance, but seems to have been
familiar with several. Maynadier says,~^ "In his title,
Swinburne follows the Seroul version, which makes Lyonesse
Tristram’s native land; and this he is following, too,
when he makes Tristram and Iseult guests of Lancelot, at
his castle of Joyous Card. In giving the love potior:
lasting power, however, Mr. Swinburne follows the Thomas
version, and so does in making Tristram receive his
mortal wound while rendering service to his namesake, a
Tritram of Brittany. To either version Mr. Swinburne
may be indebted f or his conclusion of the story, for both,
we have seen, were substantially aareed as to that, till
the later French romancers, and Malory after them, changed
13
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the more poetic account of Tristram’s consequent despair--
to that which 'made him treacherously slain by Mark. Hr.
MacCallum has suggested that Tennyson's choice of the less
poetic conclusion, and his general debasing of the Tristram
story in his "Last Tournament, 1 ' may be the reason why
Mr. Swinburne
,
so late as 18S2, was moved to write an
Arthurian narrative of t he length of "Tristram of Lyonesse.
by that time the success of the "Idylls" had made the
treatment of Arthurian themes on a large scale so peculiarly
Tennyson's own, that no contemporary could hope to equal
him, except in telling a story which, for some reason,
Tennyson had not chosen to tell, or to which he had not
done justice. Perhaps for this reason, thinking that he
could give to the great romantic love story the beauty
which Tennyson had failed to give it, Mr. Swinburne
decided to write his "Tristram. " Since he wished
especially to emphasise the love in it, hr. Swinburne
omitted the early part of the story--the ero's birth,
childhood, arrival in Cornwall, fight with the Irish
champion, his torturing wound, and his final healing of
the hands of the yueen of Ireland and her daughter. Of
all these we have no circumstantial account, but only
occasional allusions to them."
76

John Masefield (1875- )
John Masefield, present Poet Laureate of England
(1950- at the death of Robert Bridges), was born at
Ledbury, Merfordshire
,
on June 1, 1375. Me ran away from
home at the age of fourteen and became a sailor. e
traveled in many lands, spending some time in the "united
states. Upon his return to England, he devoted his time
to writing poems, stories, novels and plays.
Mis poem, ’’The Everlasting ' ercy';1 received the
Polignac prize for poetry in 1912. cince that time his
position as a writer has been assured. Ee excels in
vigorous narrative poems of striking originality.
Masefield kept his love for the English country-side
in spite of his wanderings all over the world and his
roving work at many occupations. Report has it that he
was at one time a bartender in Mew York City, and that
he worked in a carpet factory at Yonkers. Mis early
poetry was not only characterized by the fondness for the
sea, indicated in the title of his first publication. Salt
Later Ballads, 1902, but by a keen sympathy and wide
acquaintance with the humble toilers on sea and shore,
in many lands . Me says
:
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Others may sing of the wine and the wealth and the mirth.
The portly presence of potentates 'oodly in girth;
Mine be the dirt and the dross, the dust and scum of the
earth
.
Theirs be t he music, the color, the lory, the 'old;
".Tine be a handful of ashes, a mouthful of mold.
Of the maimed, of the halt and the blind in the rain and
the cold--
Of these shall my songs oe fashioned, my tales be told.
With the "Widow in the Bye Street" he began a series
of long narrative poems of humble life, which were very
original and successful. his "August, 1914" is one of the
best of the numberless poems of the war, and his
"Gallipoli" a remarkable prose effort published about it
while the struggle was in progress.
Amy Lowell says of him, "The war has hurt hr.
Masefield. I do not mean that it has hurt his art, but
that it has hurt his mind, his spirit. e has given us
no bitter invectives: that is not his way. Instead, he
is cast bad:, pitifully, achingly, upon the world he once
knew, and that he deeply .loved.
"
Masefield owes much to Chaucer, a poet he greatly
lo
admired, and to Kipling . Of the later Drinkwater says,
"he may dislike Kipling’s excesses, but we have to admit
14
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that it -was his vigorous spirit which first brought down
the buse from its shy retreat upon Parnassus into the
common life of the market-place . In more recent years
poetry had been kept in comparative seclusion. But the
rough-and-tumble, every-day life of ordinary men and
women was not one of them. hr. Kipling revolutionised
that view, and others were to follow him who should seek
the market-place because, behind and within its vulgarities
they knew much of the finest gold of human character and
fellowship to be hidden. One of these was John kasefield."
The drama in verse, of which his "Trkstran and Isolt"
is an example, has shown a healthy revival during recent
years. This type of vehicle appeals to the national
consciousness and offers a popular, if not always a
scholarly inspiration. Some of kasefield 's tragedies in
verse on historical or scriotural subjects are:
"The Tragedy of Pompey the Great," "Philip the King",
"Good Friday", "The Trial of Jesus" and "A King’s Daughter.
The last named was first produced on the stage for the
opening in 1923 of the new Playhouse at Oxford, hear his
home at Boar's kill, Oxford, kasefield and his wife made
a private theatre and organised an amateur company for the
production of poetic drama. he said in 1926, "So long as
,,
.
(
'
there remain two enthusiasts and a plank there will still
be a poetical stage.” Much of his energies during recent
years have been expended in maintaining it.
Masefield mourns the old.er, vanished England of
pre-war days. Yet, too, he is modern; modern in his
psychological reactions, in his pity, in his high resolve
to face life's cruelty and bitterness with no comforting
buffer of pleasant untruths to shield him from reality.
It is said of him, "John Masefield, who more than
them all has the gift of facile energy, is probably the
central figure of this group. Mis verbal inventiveness
is abundant and racy; the movement, the sweep of his verse
at first arrest the reader, create the impression of a
manner less original, more largely reminiscent of
Romantic eloquence; but his nerve, his power of concrete
imagining, his broad virile sense of frank realities,
belong indeed to his own time; and his joy in words Is
tempered by a secret sense of dissatisfaction with the
hindrance which language places in the way of expression.
Re feels with Kipling the intoxication of physical effort
and of the sea; with Whitman, that of simple fraternities;
and still, he shows a power of intellectual concentration
~°Legouis
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and of mediative harmonies . The animation of his work,
lyrical, dramatic or narrative, the variety of his
rhythms, the ease and direct vigour of his style, would
secure him what his competitors lack, greatness, if he
had done more than try his hand at various kinds, without
fully realising himself in any.”
And again ,-5-
'
" There is no hint of lack of sincerity
in Masefield’s attitude toward men. He knows them and
feels with them. They are, as he presents them, victims
of an inscrutable power, pawns moved by some hand-- "The
dark, invisible hand of secret Fate." Irony enters
frequently into their lot. But what if fate, and ironic
fate at that, results in apparent defeat?
"Men in such defeat are then more glorious: "made
half divine to me for having failed."' For, says Masefield,
it is not so much the defeat or the victory that is
important; it is the activity, "the delights of work most
real." For work continues beyond the lifetime of the
individual
:
"And there we’d talk how little death would be.
Knowing our work was going on here still."
This delight in humanity, this zest for life, its
activity and its dangers, are the basis of Masefield's
17
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philosophy and lead to the beauty which is the goal of
his seeking. What the ultimate answer to his questioning
search is, one can not be entirely sure: if e himself
knows he never quite reveals it in his poetry. One feels
however, the romanticist's hints of a world iner than
this one: suggestions that the poet makes in his article
"Contemplatives"
:
"Biit if we have faith, we measure life by the great
event, and count as specially lived those days about the
great event when we had suggestions of something jigger
than ourselves, suggestions of reality, beauty, and order
I
Edwin Arlington Robinson (1869-1935)
Edwin Arlington Robinson's comparatively recent
death, on April 6, 1955, brought to a close the work of a
poet who holds a high place in the world of letters, he
was corn at head Tide, haine
,
on December 22, 1369, but
the next year the family moved to Gardiner, immortalized
as Tillbury Town in so many of his poems.
He left Harvard in 1893 after spending two years
there. In 1896 he issued a privately printed booklet
entitled "The Torrent and The Right Before." On the fly
leaf appeared the notice: "This book is dedicated to any
man, woman or critic who will cut the edges of it. I have
done the top." He worked, not too successfully, at a
number of odd jobs, among them inspector on the subway
that was then being built in New York, but he always
continued to write.
In 1905 Theodore Roosevelt, then President of the
United States, wrote an enthusiastic review of Robinson's
poetry for the Outlook which brought the poet a wider
audience. Desiring to help Robinson, the President
offered him a consulship in kexico, but the poet declined.
c
saying that he preferred to remain in New York. He
accepted a position in the Customs House and for several
37-ears he held this, finally relinquishing it to devote
his whole time to writing
.
It was in 1911 that Robinson spent his first summer
at the MacDowell Colony at Peterborough, Hew Hampshire,
where much of his work of the following years was done.
Hiss Esther Hillard Bates, of the faculty of Boston
University, and Rollo H. Brown in his booh, "Next Boor to
a Poet," agree that Robinson was shy, sensitive, with a
wry sense of humor, le listened to others uncritically;
he saw much in faces. He was extremely sympathetic; in
fact the burdens his friends bore weighed 1 eavily upon his
heart. He was generous to a fault. He was frail, but he
was not lacking In physical courage; nor did his moral
courage ever fail him.
Robinson held the unique distinction of having been
three times awarded the Pulitzer prise for poetry: In 1922
for his Collected Poems, in 1925 for The Man Hho bled
Twice, in 1928 for Tristram.
In 1922 Yale conferred upon him the Litt. D. degree;
in 1925 Bowdoin conferred a similar honor. In 1929 he was
awarded a - old medal by the American Institute of Arts and
Letters
.
S4
fr
.
This general recognition, so remarkable when it
finally arrived, fad been slow in coming. In the first
place, Robinson was completely indifferent to the public;
this does not mean that he lacked faith in his own poetry.
Of that he once said, !'It seems to me that poetry, has two
characteristics. One Is that It is, after all. Indefinable
The other is that it is eventually unmistakable.' 1 If this
is true of poetry, the poet, Robinson would say, need not
be impatient; he can afford to wait.
Before he received general approbation, he was called
the poet for the few, the poet of the mind. i-e was accused
of b eing abstruse; his poems were criticized as being
difficult to understand. j-o this Rooinson replied, no
doubt a little wearily, "Why cannot they read one v/ord
after another?"
Brenner-1 '' 1 says, "When Robinson first began- to write,
poetry in America had fallen into a decline. People were
writing pale imitations of earlier poets, elaborating
fancies and conceits, intrigued more with manner than with
subject. Into this heavy, stifled air Robinson came as a
fresh breeze. FIs poetry was definitely his own,
individual, original, and modern.
13
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"These characteristics manifest themselves in the
1905 edition of The Children of the fight, which contains
some poems that have not been surpassed in any later
volume, and which shows markedly the definite trend that
all his work was to follow. In the first place, it is
evident that Robinson feels that the subject matter for
poetry is not li .ited; the experiences of everyday life
are its fit material. So his poems, for the most part,
owe their origin to the men and women whom he knew in
youth and to the philosophical questionings that perplexed
him. In manner, too, there is a break from earlier
writers. While he does not reject the gains to be got
from an allusive quality in verse, he uses little "poetic
diction" and he permits no distortion of accent or word
order for the sake of rhythm, his rhythm is the rhythm
of speech.
"At the same time Robinson must not be considered a
leader of the "new poetry." ..batever his influence has
been- -and he began writing and publishing a good fifteen
years oefore the be 'inning of that movement- -he has never
had any conscious connection with any old verse form;
rather, e molds them to his own use. ^o he uses the
quatrain and ballad stanza, the ballade, and the Villanelle
.-
'
<
A lilting form like the triolet becomes the vehicle for
a mood of desolation, as in "the House on the Hill,"
The restricting sonnet is used to analyze character, to
lay bare and explain the soul of man. :!
Van Doren says,-^ s "After a dozen sparse years at the
beginning of the century it woke to a decade and a Half
as green and vigorous as any in the course of American
literature. Poetry came into fashion, with enough new
poets good enough to justify it, and lasting enough to
double the American anthology. One poet had seen at work
before the fashion rose, worked through it at his own
gait, and has gone on working since as if there had been
no flood and ebb of poetry.
"Edwin Arlington Robinson, who was born in lew
England but has lived most of his life in Hew York, has let
his poems be his history. He has not :one to the woods,
like Thoreau. e lias not married, like Hawthorne. e has
not, like Emerson, lectured or commented on the times.
He has been a poet building a world in his own mind and
heart • But, having something of a scholar’s mind and
something of a dramatist’s heart, Robinson has shaped
stories and characters hardly less out of his reading than
19
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out of his experience, he is a learned poet. Eis
learning has neither thinned nor muddied his imagination.
It has only helped him to come nearer to the past which
he has brought hack to the present, as it has helped him,
dealing with the ^present, to see it in a long perspective.
Eis world exists in his own image, in his own idiom.
"His world has more people in it than any other
American poet has created. Again and again he has
compressed a whole biography into a sonnet. e has written
short, strong novels in grave, proud verse. Eis dramatic
monologues have such breathing life that even Shakespeare,
and Rembrandt come alive. Eis stories of Merlin and
Lancelot and Tristram, often told before but never so well
in English, make Camelot seem contemporary and its heroes
actual men.
"It has been dogma in American criticism that
American literature must always be native to be worthy.
About this Robinson would hardly bother to argue, even to
say that for the transplanted civilization of America
Arthur is at least as vital a myth as Hiawatha, that
tests a poet is not what he takes for his subject but how
he -oes to it and what he does with it."
.f
Amy Lowell says/" "Some critics have professed, to
find in Mr. Robinson's work the beating of the knell of
doom. I think that is to mistake his attitude and the
subtlety of his thought. Doom there may be, but it is an
adjunct, not a preoccupation. Kis preoccupation is with
the unanswered question: Is the Light real or imagined,
is man dupe or prophet, is faith unbolstered by logic an
act of cowardice or an expression of unconscious,
pondering intellectuality? There are poems of his to
illustrate all these angles of vision, he doubts himself
into cynicism, and rises from it through the conception
of unexplained beauty, he seeks below life for the under-
currents by which he may discover its meaning. Sometimes
he finds one thing, sometimes another; but, whatever he
finds, the innate Puritan fortitude and spirituality keep
him to his quest. He has not reached his goal nor found
his Grail, but he never turns aside from the search
continuing it always with a wistful nobility of purpose
which our literature has not seen before."
20
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CHAPTER V
Comparisons and Contrasts
The Love Potion--Gid.lt of the Lovers
As Dante and Virgil come to the second circle of fell,
they v/itness the punishment of guilty lovers, blown like
cranes upon a mighty wind:
"There mark’d I Helen, for whose sake so long
The time was fraught with evil; there the great
Achilles, who with love fought to the end.
Paris I saw/, and Tristan; and beside,
A thousand more he showed me, and by name
Pointed them out, whom love bereaved of life."
In contrast, we note these lines from Malory’s 'orte
D fArthur, where Tristram and Isoud drink the love potion
with joy, "Then they laughed and made good cheer and either
drank to other freely, and they thought never drink that
ever they drank to other was so sweet nor so good. But by
that their drink was in their bodies, they loved either
other so well that never their love departed for weal
neither for woe. And thus it happed the love first
betwixt Sir Tristram and La Belle Isoud, the which love
never departed the days of their life."
And, again, when Arnold speaks of the love potion:
" but where
Is that other Iseult fair.
That proud, first Iseult, Cornwall’s queen?
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She whom Tristram's ship of yore
From Ireland to Cornwall bore.
To Tyntagel, to the side
Of King Fare, to be his bride?
She who, as they voyaged, quaffed
With Tristram that spiced magic draught.
Which since then for ever rolls
Through their blood, and binds their souls,
Forking love, but working teen?”
But when Iseult reaches Tristram, dying in his castle
in Brittany, she says:
"Alter’d, Tristram? Not in courts, believe me,
Love like mine is alter’d in the breast
Courtly life Is light and cannot reach it
Ah.’ it lives, because so deep-surpressed
.
:i
"Royal state with Marc, my deep-wrong ’d husband--
That was bliss to make my sorrows flee
Silken courtiers whisperin'- honied nothings--
Those were friends to make me false to thee I
In Tennyson’s "The Last Tournament” as Tristram
talks with Dagonet, Arthur's Fool, He says to him:
"Rood, now, what music have I broken, fool.
And little Dagonet, skipping, 'Arthur, the King’s
For when thou playest that air with Queen Isolt
,
Thou makest broken music with thy bride,
lev daintier namesake down In Brittany--
And so thou breakest Arthur’s music too.'
Tristram sings:
"Free love--free fie Id --we love but while we may.
The woods are hush’d, their music is no more;
The leaf is dead, the yearning past away
Few leaf, new life, the days of frost are o'er;
New life, new love, to suit the newer day;
Few loves are sweet as those that went before,
'ree love-- free field--we love but w lie we may. t!
— —
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In Wagner's opera, Tristan and. Isolda, after
Brangena has changed the cup of poison to a love potion
and Tristan and Isolda, sworn enemies, have drunk the
magic brew, they call out together:
Languishing passion
longing and growing,
love ever yearning,
loftiest glowing!
Rapture confess 'd
rides in each breast I
Isolda] Tristan!
Tristan! Isolda
J
World, I can shun thee
my love is won me
!
Thour't my thought, all above:
highest delight of love!
In Swinburne's Tristram of Lyonesse, Tristram, being
thirsty after much stiff rowing, asks Iseult for something
to quench his thirst. She., desiring not to waken her weary
handmaiden, gives him what she supposes is wine, but which
is, in reality, the love potion set aside by her mother
for her wedding with hark. Then they had consumed the
drink
:
"And all their life changed in them, for they quaffed
Death; if it be death so to drink and fare
As men who change and are what these twain were
.
And shuddering with e yes full of fear and fire
And heart-stung with a serpentine desire
He turned a nd saw the terror in her eyes
That yearned upon him shining in such wise
As a star midway in the midnight fixed.
Their lalahault was the cup, and she that mixed;
Nor other hand there needed, nor sweet speech
To lure their lips together; each on each
9 ?

Hung with strange eyes and hovered as a bird
bounded, and each mouth trembled for a word;
Their heads neared, and their hands were drawn in one.
And they saw dark, though still the unsunken stm
Far through fine rain shot fire into the south
And their four lips became one burning mouth."
Later as Iseult keeps her lonely vigil at Tintagel
she does not realize that that very night Tristram has
been married, almost unwittingly
,
to another Iseult in
Brittany. She prays thus:
"Hay, Lord, I pray thee let him love not me.
Love me not any more, nor like me die.
And be no more than such a thing as I,
Turn his heart from me, lest my love too lose
Thee as I lose thee, and his fair soul refuse
For my sake the fair eaven, and as I fell
Fall, and be mixed with my soul and with hell.
Let me die rather, and only; let me be
Hated of him so he be loved of thee.
Lord: for I would not have him with me there
Out of thy light and love in the unlit air.
Out of thy sight in the unseen hell where I
G-o gladly, going alone, so thou on high
Lift up his soul and love him- -Ah
,
Lord, Lord!
In Masefield’s play in verse. Destiny, in the
prologue
,
says
:
"I show Tristan, the prince, in glory beginning.
And Isolt, the maid, in her beauty: I show these two
Passing from peace into bitter burning and sinning
From a love that was lighted of old. I display them anew
And the deaths that were due."
After they have consumed the love potion and Brangwen
discovers it, she protests to Isolt:
"0 lady, my mistress, you have drunk of the wine
It Is magical wine
,
and I know not what may come."
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But Isolt answers:
nCan it matter what may come? I have been in heaven;
The joy of its beauty is over me like great flames.
"
Later in the play, after Tristan and Isolt have fled
Mark's court and gone to live together in a hut in the
woods, Mark discovers them sleeping with a naked sword
between them. Thinking them innocent, he leaves his
glove on the sword and withdraws . .hen Isolt discovers
the glove she tells Tristan that she must go back to Mark
"This love, that I thought was great, is blindness
and greed
And I am unclean, u?iclean, till I drive some nail
Right through this passionate heart.
If he scourges me, well.
If he kills me, well; he shall have his chance and
choice
.
If he cast me out, I will come again, perhaps;
But until then, I am a thing."
In Robinson's Tristram there is no mention of a
love potion

Substitution of Bragwaine for Isolt
In the Thomas (Anglo-Norman poet, 1200 A.D.) version
/
of the Tristram story there is mention of the substitution
of Isolt' s handmaiden Brengwain for the Queen on her
wedding night. Fere we find Iseult not only ungrateful
to Brengwain for her self-sacrifice but even cruel to her.
Malory does not mention this, nor does Arnold, Tennyson,
Wagner, or Robinson.
In Swinburne's poem, the episode runs:
For when the feast had made a glorious end
They gave the new queen for her maids to tend
At dawn of bride-night, and thereafter bring
fith marriage music to the bridegroom king.
Then by device of craft between them laid
x o him went Brangwain delicately, and prayed
That this thing even for love's sake might not be,
°ut without sound or light or eye to see
She might come in to bride -bed: and he laughed.
As one that wist not well of wise love's craft.
And bade all bridal things be as she would.
Yet of his gentleness he gat not good;
For clothed and covered with the nuptial dark
Soft like a bride came Brangwain to King hark.
And to the queen came Tristram; and the night
Fled, and ere danger of detective light
From the king sleeping Brangwain slid - away.
And where had lain her handmaid Iseult lay.
And the king waking saw beside his head
That face yet passion-coloroued
,
amorous red
From lips not his, and all that strange hair shed
Across the tissued pillows, fold on fold.
Innumerable, incomparable, all gold.
To fire men's eyes with wonder and with love
Men's hearts; so shone its flowering crown above
The brows enwound with that imperial wreath.
And framed with fragrant radiance round the face beneath.
And the King marvelled, seeing with sudden start
Her very glory, and said out of his heart;
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"What have I done of -rood for God to bless
That all this he should give me
,
tress on tress.
All this great wealth and wondrous? Has it this
That in mine arms I had all night to kiss.
And mix with me this beauty? this that seems
More fair than heaven doth in some tired saint's dreams,
Being part of that same heaven? yea, more, for he.
Though loved of God so, yet but seems to see.
But to me sinful such great grace is given
That in mine eyes lent merely, loth God make
Such things so godlike for man’s mortal sake?
lave I not sinned, that in this fleshly life
Have made of her a mere man’s very wife?”
In Masefield's Tristran and Isolt:
Isolt
Brangwen
Isolt
Brangwen
Isolt
Brangwen
Isolt
Brangwen
Isolt
0 Brangwen, save me I I cannot face It, I cannot.
~ y queen, take courage.
I will not go to him: no
Girl, it Is dark; for this night, only this night
Go to the King in my place.
0 my mistress, Isolt,
Never speak such things
1
Only to pledge him the wine . .
He will not see, will not know, will you do it,
' girl?
0 hush, madam, hush! the very thought is siich
shame
.
1 saved you, body and soul, when you were a girl.
You stopped my being a slave, and I thank you
bless you.
And pray God bless "tou, for that; but this is a
sin
.
It's a service you shall perform when your
princess bids
.
Go, or I'll kill you.

Tristan
Brangwen
Tristan
See, good Brangwen, we two
Are taken in nets; will you do this thing to save
us?
I should he known and whipped by the guards and
spat at.
No, girl, I promise not. I am asked by the
King
To serve the love-drink there in the marriage-
bed .
I have seen that the room is dark: I will make
it darker
With but one taper, and that away from the bed.
You will be in the bed before him in almost
darkness
,
And stay till you drink the love-drink; that's
all we ask
White Sails or Black Sails?
In Chapter II it was stated that the Tristram tale
is an accretion of Celtic folk lore, legends, both Greek
and Oriental. No dou.bt the idea of the black sails was
taken from the story of the return of Theseus to Athens
after his slaying of the minotaur. The pilot wa s to
hoist the white sail if Theseus had been successful; this
he forgot to do and when Aegeus the king thought his
favorite child, his son, one of the seven sacrificed as a
tribute to the monster at Crete, had been slain he threw
himself into the sea which now bears his name.
In the Thomas version of the Tristram story and in
all the early versions, those written before Malory's
rr
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time, Iseult of Brittany is bitter and mean. Tristram
lies dying and waits for word that the ship is returning
with white sails, which means that Iseult of Ireland is
coming to heal him. Els wife looks out from her tower
and sees the white sails, but overcome as she is with
bitterness and jealousy, she tells him the sails are
black and he dies at once of grief.
So, too, in Swinburne T s poem, Iseult of Brittany, the
maiden wife, grows bitter as she thinks of her rival
Iseult of Ireland, the queen of Cornwall. Tristram in his
pain and anguish, inquires of his wife if the ship bearing
Iseult has white sails or black.
"And Tristram: "When the sea-line takes the sun
That now should be not far off sight from far.
Look if there come not with the morning star
liy ship bound hither from the northward back.
And if the sail be white thereof or black."
And high from heaven suddenly rang the lark.
Triumphant; and the far first refluent ray
Filled all the hollow darkness full with day.
And on the deep sky's verge a fluctuant light
Gleamed, grew, shone, strengthened into perfect white.
And swift and steadfast as a sea-mew's wing
It neared before the wind, as fain to bring
Comfort, and shorten yet its narrowing track.
And she that saw looked hardly toward him back.
Saying, "Ay, the ship comes surely; but her sail is
black.
And fain he would have sprung upright, and seen.
And spoken: but strong death struck sheer between.
And darkness closed as iron round his head:
And smitten through the heart lay Tristram dead.

Mark
In Malory's tale' there Is little description; what
there is is incidental. Me gather that ark is mean, that
he has few scruples, that his hatred and cunning are
enduring. Me, like- other heroes in the book makes love
as often aspcssible--and to another man's wife, if that
suits his purpose. To reconcile this to our modern view
one must accept the concept of love which makes it a
half-way house between the old feudal morality and the
new and artificial armour courtois of the middle ages,
woman
,
in which she
/
has not as yet become a cult. He is not
grateful; he does not appreciate what Tristram and others
do to help him maintain his kingdom. He even forges the
Fope’s name and thus signs a letter falsely. Fe is with-
out the finer appreciations: he desires Isoud; he will
display cowardice so long as he can have her under his
control
.
In Arnold's treatment we learn of Mark onljr as he Is
mentioned by Iseult his cueen who calls him "my deep-wrong 'c
husband .
"
In Tennyson’s treatment no character stands out as
splendid. Each is going down Into the dusk less worthy
than when he faces the dawn. Mark is no exception.
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Isolt describes him:
"Not Mark- -no t Mark , my s on1 .'
The footsteps fluttered me at first--not he 1
Catlike through his own castle steals my Mark,
But warrior--wise thou stridest through his halls
Who hates thee, as I him--even to the death."
My soul, I felt my hatred for my Mark
Quicken within me, and knew that thou wert nigh."
To whom Sir Tristram smiling, "I am here;
Let be thy Mark, seeing he is not thine."
"And drawing somewhat backward she replied:
"Can he be wronged who is not even his own.
But save for dread of thee had beaten me.
Scratched, bitten, blinded marred me somehow- -Mark?
What rights are his that dare not strike for them?
Not lift a hand--not, though he found me thus I
But harken! have ye met him? hence he went
To-day for three days f hunting- -as he said--
And so returns belike within an hour,
lark's way, my soul! --But eat not thou with Mark,
Because he hates thee even more than fears,
Nor drink; and when thou passest any wood
Close vizor, lest an arrow from the bush
Should leave me all alone with Hark and hell.
My Cod, the measure of my hate for ark
Is as the measure of my love for thee!"
She calls him "my shambling king." Of his approach
she says
,
"And near me stood
In fuming sulphur blue and green, a fiend--
Mark's way to steal behind one in the dark."
"Out of the dark, just as the lips had touched.
Behind him rose a shadow and a shriek-
-
"Mark's way, ".said Mark, and clove him through the
brain .
"
Swinburne \thus describes Hark:
"On the mid stairs, between the light and dark.
Before the main tower's portal stood King Lark,
Crowned: and his face was as the face of one
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Long time athirst and hungering for the sun
In barren thrall of bitter bonds
,
who now
Thinks here to feel its blessing on his brow
A swart lean man, but kinglike, still of guise,
With black streaked beard and cold unquiet eyes.
Close-mouthed, gaunt - cheeked
,
wan as a morning moon.
Though hardly time on his worn hair had strewn
The thin first ashes from a sparing hand:
Yet little fire there burnt upon the brand,
And way-worn seemed he with life’s wayfaring.
So between shade and sunlight stood the king.
And his face changed nor yearned not toward his bride;
But fixed between mild hope and patient pride
Abode what gift of rare or lesser worth
This day might bring to all his days on earth.”
In Wagner’s opera, Mark is shown as noble. When he
learns from Brangaena of the love potion he hastens to his
ship and hence to Tristan's homeland Brittany, to beg his
forgiveness, he finds Tristan dead and Isolda dying of
grief. He cries out:
”0 why, Isolda
Why this to me?
When clearly was disclosed
•That before I could fathom not.
What joy was mine to find
My friend was free from fault.'
In haste to wed
thee to my kero
with flying sails
I followed thy track:
but howe'er can
happiness
O’ertake the swift course of woe?
I,'ore food for Death did I make:
lore wrong grew in mistake."
Robinson thus describes Lark:
"Of Hark, his uncle, like a man-shaped goat
Appraising with a small salacious eye.
And slowly forcing into his gaunt arms.
The shuddering unreal miracle of Isolt."
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"Tristram saw
Confronting him two red. and rheumy eyes.
Pouched in a face that nature had made comely.
And in appearance was indulgently
Ordained to wait .on lust and wine and riot
For more years yet than leeches might foresee.
Meeting the crafty sadness always in them.
He found it more than sad and worse than crafty,
And saw there no commingled shame and ra _:;e
Like that which he could see in them tonight
Would go out soon.
“
But at the end, after he has brought Isolt back a
prisoner to Tintagel and she lies ill, they come to a
new understanding and find a certain peace together. She
lies on the parapet and watches her husband. She muses:
"And with a furtive sorrow in her 1 eart
For one that was foredoomed to be himself."
She tells him:
"You have been kind to me today.
You will not live, though you should live forever.
To wish '‘his kindness back. You might have given
Me nothing, and I should not have wondered more
Than I have wondered at your giving me this .
"
Later she says to Tristram:
"Mark has been good to me today-
-
So good that I might almost think him sorry
That he is Mark, and must be always Mark."

The Faithful Servitors Gouvernail and Brangwaine
In these two characters we se<. symbolized the un-
questioning devotion of servant to master, the utter
sacrifice of self. In some of the tales Gouvemail is
high-born and so is Brangwaine; in others each is of
lowly station. Always the feeling obtains that no matter
what danger threatens the faithful servitor will do his
best to bear the burden of his master or mistress.
Malory says, "And then he let ordain a gentleman
that was well learned and taught, his name was Gouvornail;
and then he sent young Tristram with Gouvernail into
France to learn the language, and nurture and deeds of
arms." Throughout the tale Gouvernail remains at his
master's side, always faithful, always uncomplaining.
In Arnold's poem there is no mention of Gouvernail
by name . There is a page who tends the fire and waits
upon his master as he lies feverish and dying in his
castle on the wind-swept coast of Brittany.
There is no mention of Gouvernail in the story as set
down by Tennyson. King Arthur's fool, Dagonet, plays an
important part, however, and in his conversation with
Tristram unites the story to the other Idylls.
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In Wagner's opera, Kurvenal, the faithful steward,
stands by Tristan, as he fights to overcome his love for
IsoIda. ./hen he is wounded, Kurvenal carries his master
tenderly to his home in Brittany and attempts to nurse
him back to health.
There is no mention of G-ouvernail in Swinburne's
poem.
Masefield pictures Tristan's steward Dinan as a man
older by many years than the young prince, one who reared
him from childhood and who kept his identity from him
until the time was right to disclose it. ..hen i arc
realizes that Dinan has brought him his nephew safe and
stalwart, he says to him:
"Dinan, most faithful steward and loving friend.
You shall kneel no more to kings : I create you
lord
Of my southern march."
Dinan tries to persuade Tristan to return to his
kingdom, but to no avail, and tells him that he must leave
Isolt, "since we in the north demand an unspotted queen. :
Tristan refuses and bids Dinan depart. Dinan answers,
"Since you will not come with me now.
Then your subjects tell you
Through me, that they cast you. out from kinship and
kingdom.
And brand you traitor and choose another king.
I have declared their bidding.
I'd have been wi s e to have let Kolbein spear you
When you were a little baby
Farewell, Tristan."
10k

Dinan goes to r.Iarc and says of Tristan and Isolt
:
"They need the help of the gods; they are past men’s help
There is no peace for those two under the moon,
hothing but horror of heart from this greatness
’-‘•hey live in a den by the brook, like the fox or otter.
They dare not face the daylight: they hunt by night
And at dawn they sleep with a drawn sword laid between
them.
In Robinson's poem Gouvernail, "the mentor of his
childhood and his youth,” is older than Tristram, has been
with him in his service for many years. he says:
"Tristram,
There are some treasured moments I remember
When you have made me loyal to you always
For saying good words of me, and with no care
Whether or not they come back to my ears .
”
Again:
"Tristram laid
His hands on ouvernail's enduring shoulders
Which many a time had carried him for sport
In a far vanished childhood, and looked off
Where patient skill had made of shrubs and rocks
Together a wild garden half way down
To the dusk-hidden shore .
"
In Malory’s version Dame Bragwaine accompanies her
mistress from Ireland,
"When Isoud the queen missed her maiden,
wit ye well she was right heavy as ever
was any queen, for of all earthly women
she loved her best: the cause was for she
came out with her out of her country."
carries messages from her to Tristram and serves her
I05

faithfully. This is the only version of the tale where
letters are exchanged by the lovers.
There is no mention of Brangwaine in either the
Arnold or the Tennyson version. In Wagner's opera
Brangaene, Isolda's faithful maiden^ Is Indeed her
confidante and companion. When Isolde beys for the cup
of poison to kill Tristan it is Brangaene who gives her
the love potion instead. It is she who tries to shield
her mistress when two lovers are discovered by Mark and
the jealous Me lot; It is she who sustains her mistress
when Tristan dies in her arms.
In Swinburne’s version Brangwain is selfless and
devoted.. In the Masefield treatment, she is a Welsh
as
king’s daughter and/ in the Swinburne treatments she goes
in to Mark under the cover of darkness and replaces her
mistress on her wedding night. In the Masefield version
Brangwen comes to love I ark as she drains the last drop
of the love potion. She tells her mistress that she
pities all lovers
.
Brangwen
:
"You are she who forced me into your husband's
bed
So that you might love this madman. Sow you
have Marc
At the war, because you fled him; and Tristan
mad
lad Marc but drunken the wine, he would have
loved me
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Ahl woe to you if you turn again from the King."
The Brangwaine in Robinson’s poem is devotion
itself
.
"Then she seized
Bis hands and held them quickly to her lips
In fealty that he felt was his forever."'
Brangwaine is, all in all, an interesting person:
faithful, devoted, resourceful. There is something
undamaged or undamagea'ole about her spirit.
Some Other Characters
In and out of the different treatments of the Tristram
story come and go characters of more or less importance
depending upon the story as seen through the eyes of the
different authors. In Malory one feels the importance of
Arthur and his court even in the books that do not treat
of him specifically. This is especially true of all of
Tennyson’s Idylls, which leave us no doubt of the
effectiveness of the personality and achievement of the
King. In Masefield's play Arthur is a lesser king, no
greater than Mark whose court he visits and with whom he
goes to crush an uprising. In Robinson's poem he appears
but briefly.
Of Launcelot and Guinevere we see more in Malory’s
treatment than in the 'others . Vie get no vital picture of
Arthur's queen except indirectly, with the one exception of
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the "Last Tournament" where decay and remorse have begun
to eat away the strength of the once valiant knights.
Then Arthur goes to quell an)^uprising
,
"In her high bower the Queen
rking a tapestry, lifted up her head,
hatched her lord pass, and knew not that she sighed.
Then ran across her memory the strange rhyme of
bygone lerlin."
"Where is he who knows?
From the great deep to the great deep he goes
.
,!
At the revels the Queen broke up the sports
. . . .
. ,
"then slowly to her bower
Farted, and In her bosom pain was lord."
C-awain is gay and lighthearted as he is always
pictured. He loves life, seeks adventure, has no quarrels
with what is in store for him; he accepts admiration and
affection as his due. In Robinson's poem he fancies him-
self half in love with Isolt of the White Hands, yet we
feelt that after the ship bearing him and Tristram
is oiit of sight he will have forgotten her.
The poet says:
"A gay ship was coming gaily in,
And saw descending from it soon, and gaily.
As always, Sir Gawaine f rom Camelot."
Isolt of the White Hands says to Gawain:
"Your fame is everywhere alike for lightness.
And I am glad that you have not my heart
To be a burden for you on too long
A journey, where you might find hearts of others
Hot half so burdensome."
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The jealous Andred kills Tristram in the Robinson
version; in Wagner's opera Tristram's slayer is helot.
In Arnold's story Tristram dies of fever and pain; in
Swinburne's story he dies because he is wounded helping
to rescue a knight who bears the name of Tristram.
In Masefield's drama, half-mad and delerious, he dies of a
broken heart. It is only in Tennyson's treatment that it
is Mark who kills Tristram.
In Robinson's poem. Queen Morgan is indeed a sinister
influence. She, "coming closer, put a small and cat-like
hand on Tristram."
"Tristram saw
Before him a white neck and a white bosom
Beneath a fair and feline face whereon
Demure determination was engraved
As on a piece of moonlit living marble."
Then, rescued after his retreat from Tintagil, he
finds himself a prisoner in Queen Morgan's castle,
"His eyes ranged forgetfully
Over a studied feline slenderness
There frugal silk was not frugality."
In Swinburne's poem, Tristram describes to Iseult the
meeting of Arthur and Queen Morgans e
.
"Nay," Tristram said, "for thus
It fell by wicked hap and hazardous,
That wittingly he sinned no more than youth
May sin and be assailed of od and truth
Repenting; since in his first year of reign
As he stood splendid with his foeman slain
And light of new-blown battles, flushed and hot
kith hope and life, came greeting from King Lot
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Out of his wind-worn islands oversea
And homage to my king and fealty
Of these north seas wherein the strange shapes swim.
As from his man; and Arthur greeted him
As his good lord and courteously, and hade
To his high feast; who coming with him had
This Queen Morgause of Orkney, his fair wife.
In the '"reen middle laytime of her life,
And scarce in April was our king’s as then,
And goodliest was he of all flowering men.
And of what graft as yet hi is elf knew not;
But cold as rains in autumn was King Lot
And grey-grown out of season: so there sprang
Swift love betv/een them, and all spring through sang
Light in their joyous hearing; for none knew
The hitter bond of blood between them two.
Twain fathers but one mother, till too late
The sacred mouth of Merlin set forth fate
And brake the secret seal on Arthur’s birth
And showed his ruin and his rule on earth
Inextricable
,
and light on lives to be
.
For surely, though time slay us, yet shall ye
Have such high name and lordship of good days
As shall sustain us living, and men's praise
Shall burn a beacon lit above us dead.
And of the king how shall not this be said
When any of us from any mouth has praise.
That such were men
(
in only this king's days.
In Arthur’s? yea,' come shine or shade, no less
Eis name shall be one name with knightliness.
His fame one light with sunlight. Yet in sooth
Lis age shall bear the burdens of his youth
Blind to him blind his sister brough forth seed.
And of the child between them shall be born
Destruction: so shall God not suffer scorn,
Nor in men's souls and lives his law lie dead. ::
The father of Isolt of the White Hands, Bowel, King
of Brittany, is one of the most admirable characters to be
found in Robinson’s Tristram. Le is kind, brave,
considerate, understanding. Ee mourns the growing up of
his lovely daughter; jret he does not a ttempt to keep her

from her destiny which is to love Tristram.
"The king took
One of her small hands in one of his
That were so large and hard to he so kind."
When Gouvemail comes with the news of Tristram's
death. King Eowel is deeply grieved for he has learned to
esteem Tristram and to love him as his son. he and
Gouvernail temper the tale of Tristram's death to spare
the feelings of Isolt. He says to her:
"I'm not a king
With you; I am a father and a man--
A man not over wise or over foolish.
Who has not long to live, and has one child
To he his life when he is gone from here.
You will he Queen some day, if you will live.
My child, and all you are will shine for me.
You are my life, and I must live in you.
Kings that are marked with nothing else than honor
Are not remembered long."
In Malory's version it is Tristram's stepmother who
is the daughter of the king of Brittany, "Then it befel
that King helodias wedded King Howell's daughter of
Brittany.
"
In some versions of the story, Isolt of the White
Hands has a brother who becomes a friend a nd ally of
Tristram. In other versions, Isolt is the only child of
the King of Brittany. In Malory's account :ir Kehydius
is a constant companion of Sir Tristram, although there is
jealousy between the two when Sir Kehydius falls in love
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with La Beale Isoud. In Swinburne's account Ganhardire
returns with Tristram to Cornwall and is convinced that
Ise.ult is indeed the loveliest of women. In none of the
other accounts studied here does this character appear.
The Sea
In all of these versions the influence of the sea is
felt. Tintagel, high tnrreted, stands on a rocky headland
in Cornwall. Camelot and Joyous Card are near the sea.
King Howel of Brittany and his daughter Isolt of the White
Hands live close to the sea. The following are effective
pictures of the sea, of its sounds, of its moods, of its
mystery.
Arnold
Tristram's Reverie
"Quitting at her father's will
The green isle where she v/as bred.
And her bower in Ireland,
Tor the surge-beat Cornish strand;
There the prince whom she must wed
Dwells on loud Tyntagel's hill.
High above the sounding sea."
"Let the early summer be
Once more round them, and the sea
Blue, and o'er its mirror kind
Let the breath of the I lay-wind
Wandering through their drooping sails.
Die on the green fields of Whies."
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Tristram in Brittany After his Carriage to
Iseult of the White Hands
"His long rambles by the shore
On winter-evenings, when the roar
Of the near waves came, sadly grand
Through the dark, up the drown’d strand.. 1 '
"And here and there, lock'd by the land,
Long inlets of smooth glittering sea.
And many a stretch of watery sand
All shining in the white moon-oeams .
"
Tennyson
As Tristram finds Isolt at Tintagil
"Down in a casement sat,
A low sea- sunset glorying round her hair
And glossy-throated grace, Isolt the queen.
”0, sweeter than all memories of thee.
Deeper than any yearnings after thee.
Seemed those far-rolling, westward-smiling seas.
Swinburne
The Sailing of the Swallow
"About the middle music of the spring
Came from the castled shore of Ireland's king
A fair ship stoutly sailing, eastv/ard bound
And south by Vvales and all Its wonders round
To the loud rocks and ringing reaches home
That take the wild wrath of the Cornish foam
Past L\ronesse unswallowed of the tides
And high Carlion that now the steep sea hides
To the wind-hollowed heights and gusty bays
Of sheer Tintagel, fair with famous days."
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Iseult's Happiness
"And her heart sprang in Iseult, and she drew
hi th all her spirit and life the sunrise through.
And through her lips the keen triumphant air
Sea-scented, sweeter than land roses were.
And through her eyes the whole rejoicing east
Sun-satisfied, and all the leaven at feast
Spread for the morning.
Tristram's Struggle Against the Storm
"For his stroke
Was mightiest as the mightier water broke.
And in sheer measure like strong music drave
Clean through the wet weight of the wallowing wave;
And as a tune before a great king played
For triumph was the tune their strong strokes made.
And sped the ship through with smooth strife of oars
Over the mid sea's grey foam-paven floors.
For all the loud breach of the waves at will.
So for an hour they fought the storm out still,
And the shorn foam spun from the blades, and high
The keel sprang from the wave-ridge, and the sky
Glared at them for a breath'd space through the rain;
Then the bows with a sharp shock plunged again
Down, and the sea clashed on them, and so rose
The bright stem like one panting from swift blows.
And as a swimmer's joyous beaten head
Rears itself laughing, so in that sharp stead
The light ship lifted her long quivering bows
As might the man his buffeted, strong brows
Out of the wave-breach; for with one stroke yet
lent all men's oars together, strongly set
As to loud music, and with hearts uplift
They smote their strong way through the drench and
drift
:
Till the keen hour had chafed itself to death
And the east wind f ell fitfully, breath by breath.
Tired; and across the thin and slackening rain
Sprang the face southward of the sun again.
"The skies were red as love is
,
and the sea
'..as as the floor of heaven for love to tread. n

Tristram Swimming
"So Tristram one brief breathing-space apart
Fung, and gazed down; then with exulting heart
Plunged: and the fleet foam round a joyous head
Flashed, that shot under, and ere a shaft had sped
Rose again radiant, a rejoicing star,
And high along the water-ways afar
Triumphed: and all they deemed he needs must die;
But Gouvernayle his squire, that watched hard by.
Sought where perchance a man might win a shore,
Striving, with strong limbs labouring long and sore.
And there abode an hour: till as from fight
Crowned with hard conquest won by mastering might,
hardly, but happier for the imperious toil.
Swam the knight in forth of the close waves' coil.
Sea-satiate, bruised with buffets of the brine.
Laughing, and flushed as one afire with wine:
All this came hard upon him in a breath;
And how he marvelled in his heart that death
Should be not bitterer than it seemed to be
There, in the strenuous impulse of the sea
Borne as to battle deathward.
Joyous Card
"Since on the blown beach of a glad new sea
Therein strange rocks like fighting men stand scarred
They saw the strength and help of Joyous Card.
'Vitkin the full deep glorioue tower that stands
Between the wild sea and the broad wild lands
Love led and gave them quiet."
Twilight at Joyous Card
"For loved they life or love for death's sake less.
Nor feared they death for love's or life's sake more
And on the sounding soft funereal shore
They, watching till the day should wholly die,
Saw the far sea sweep to the far grey sky.
Saw the long sands sweep to the longgrey sea.
And night made one sweet mist of moor and lea,
And only far off shore the foam gave light.
And life in them sank silent as the night.
The Quiet Sea
"And Tristram with the first pale windy light
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Woke ere the sun spake summons, and his ear
Caught the sea's call that fired his heart to hear,
A noise of waking waters: for till dawn
The sea was silent as a mountain lawn
When the wind speaks not, and the pines are dumb.
And summer takes her fill ere autumn come
Of life more soft than slumber. :f
The Lost Land of Lyonesse
"For the strong sea hath swallowed wall and tower.
And where their limbs were laid in woful hour
For many a fathom gleams and moves and moans
The tide that sweeps above their coffined bones
In the wrecked chancel by the shivered shrine:
Nor where they Sleep shall moon or sunlight shine
Nor man look down for ever: none shall say.
Here once, or here, Tristram and Iseult lay:
But peace they have that none may gain who live.
And rest about them that no love can give.
And over them, while death and life shall :-e.
The light and sound and darkness of the sea."
Masefield
Tristan
:
You have brought me over the sea, far from our home
To a castle percht on a crag at the world's end.
Yet never said why. Then here, in the castle,
father
,
Nobody speaks, but all go still as the grave,
As though they were under a curse. What is this
castle?
Dinan:
This is Tintagel, the court of the Cornish kings;
It is under a curse, for Holbein, the pirate,
Wy enemy and yours, is a tyrant here.
When you have borne my corpse home.
Bid my men bury me in my ship on the beach.
So that in gales the shingle will screech above me.
how I'll die standing up.
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(He stands.)
I am Kolbein, you dead, Kolbein Blood-axe,
the King I
owkin
:
With a proud forefoot this ship rose to the sea.
Hut under all seas and ships are the dooms waiting.
Robinson
King Bowel Muses
"Nothing in the cold glimmer of a moon
Over a still, cold ocean there before him
Mould answer for him in the silent voice
Of time an idle question. So the King,
With only time for company, stood waiting
Alone there in the window, looking off
At the still sea between his eyes and England."
Tristram at Tintagel
"Down through the gloom
He gazed at nothing, save a moving blur
Where foam eternally on Cornish rocks
The moan of Cornish water."
C ouve rna il to Tristram
"When you are on the sea,
And there are white waves everywhere to catch
The sunlight and dance with it and be glad
The sea was made, you may be "lad also.
Youth sees too far to see how near it is
To seeing farther."
Tristram’s Memory of Isolt
"And while the King
Said what he said, Tristram was seeing onl3r
A last look in two dark and frightened eyes
That always in the moonlight would be shining.
Alone above the sound of Cornish waves
That always in the moonlight would be breaking.
Cold upon Cornish rocks."
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"Isolt of the wild frightened violet eyes,
Isolt and her last look, Isolt of Ireland.
Alone, he saw the slanting waves roll in.
Each to its impotent annihilation
In a long wash of foam, until the sound
Became for him a warning and a torture.
Like a malign reproof reiterating
In vain its cold and only sound of doom.
Then he arose, with his eyes gazing still
Into the north, till with his face turned inland
Behind him to fall always on that sand.
And to sound always that one word-- "Isolt .
"
The Departure of Tristram and Gawaine
"Far off.
The ship was now a speck upon the water.
And soon, from where she was, would not be that,
And soon was not; and there was nothing left
That day, .for her, in the world anywhere.
But white birds always flying, and still flying.
And always the white sunlight on the sea.
Tristram at Joyous Gard
"Albeit the sun was high, the breath of morning
Was in the trees where Tristram stood alone
With happiness, watching a bright summer sea
That like a field of heaving steel and silver
Flashed there below him, and as harmlessly
As. if an ocean had no darker work
To do than flash, and was to bear thereafter
ho other freight than light."
Mark After the Death of the Lovers
"Alone he stood there, watching
The sea and its one ship, until the sea
Became a lonely darkness and the ship
Was gone, as a friend goes. The silent water
Was like another sky where silent stars
Might sleep for ever, and everywhere was peace."
Isolt of the White Bands
"He had been all.
And would be always all there was for her.
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And he had not come back to her alive,
hot even to go again. It was like that
For women, sometimes, and might be so too often
For women like her. She '.oped there were not many
Of them, or many of them to be, not knowing
More about that than about waves and foam.
And white birds everywhere, flying and flying:
Alone, with her white face and her gray eyes.
She watched them there till even her thoughts were white.
And there was nothing alive but white birds flying.
Flying, and always flying, and still flying.
And the white sunlight flashing on the sea. n
The Two Isolts
Isolt of Ireland
Isolt of Ireland has a beauty that is legendary.
Like Helen of Troy, and Guinevere she stands out among the
lovely women of all time. In the old versions of the story
Isolt is always pictured as blonde, but in Arnold's poem
she becomes a raven-haired beauty.
"And shake back her raven hair
With the old Imperious air."
Tennyson's Isolt has ‘'black-blue Irish hair and
Irish eyes."
Swinburne holds to the older way. Ee says,
"Iseult, more fair than foam or dawn was white.
Her gaze was glad past love's own singing of.
And her face lovely past desire of love.
Past thought and speech her maiden motions were.
And a more golden sunrise was her hair."
Masefield’s Isolt Is golden-haired, but Robinson's
Isolt is "Isolt--Isolt of the dark eyes--Isolt of the
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soft waving bine-black hair--Isolt of Ireland."
1
er loveliness is equalled by the great and
enduring love she has for Tristram. In the Malory version
where one does not expect the fine shades of feeling that
later writers would depict
,
she has, nevertheless, a
constant devotion to the man who slew her kinsman and
who took her across the sea to be a bride to a man she
never could love. To be sure, the love potion may account
for this
.
Arnold shows her as growing old; this is the only
version studied where she is depicted as anything but
young
.
Iseult says:
"Ah, harsh flatterer, let alone my beauty!
I, like thee, have left my youth afar.
Take my hand, and touch these wasted fingers --
See my cheek and lips, how white they are!
Tristram answers
"Thou art paler--but thy sweet charm, Iseult!
Would not fade with the dull years away
.
Ah, how fair thou standest in the moonlight!
I forgive thee, Iseult --thou wilt stay?
Robinson's descriptions of Isolt are many. These
that follow give us a picture of her breath-taking beauty:
"Of all fair women in the world by fate
The most forgotten in her loveliness."
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"He gazed upon a face
Where all there was of beauty and of love
That 7/as alive for him and not for him.
Was his while it was there. 1 '
’’Fire in her eyes
And twilight on her warm dark-waving hair
And on a warm white face too beautiful
To be seen twice alive and still be found
Alive and white and warm and the same face. 1
Arnold’s Iseult is not only the beautiful Irish
princess of mediaeval imagination; she is also a great
lady of Victorian times who suffers amid nineteenth-century
surroundings in a nineteenth-century way. Her tragedy,
stifling from necessity the desires nearest her heart,
struggling, on amid unsympathetic surroundings with
longings ever unsatisfied, seems to offer a suffering more
acute than in the less introspective Middle Ages, bith
this goes more self-control than the Iseult of old ever
had
.
Masefield's Isolt has moments of self-revelation
and introspection v/hen she realizes the doom her love has
brought to two men. But for the most part she is pictured
in the more mediaeval tradition: she is ready for her
high destiny; she is a victim of the love drink; she must
rule while Hark is away at the wars; she will demand and
expect the greatest of sacrifices from her maid Brangwen,
and then even be ungrateful to her into the bargain.
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Robinson's Isolt is the most convincing of all.
She is a real woman, very much in love with a man who
withheld the telling of his love until it was too late.
She knows the cost of the fulfillment of that love, yet
she is willing to endure any pain that must ensue
.
Isolt is, then, the very spirit of romantic love,
with its beauty, its passion, its utter selflessness.
She Is, too, very much the woman In that she will break
her vows given by ring and book to enjoy with her lover
the delights of their love.
In none of the poems does she seem to suffer much for
her disloyalty to her husband, except perhaps in the
Arnold version where she mentions her "deep-wronged husband.
In many of the versions her hate for Hark is almost as
overwhelming as her love for Tristram. She Is Mark's wife,
to be sure, living outwardly at least and taking her place
as her state demands, but suffering inwardly untold
tortures because her heart is where Tristram is. At the
end of the Robinson version she and Mark do achieve a kind
of peace together. Perhaps in that peace there comes to
Isolt a brief space when the clear light of understanding
comes to her, when the mists of human passion and earthly
love give place, for a time at least, to a "peace that
passeth all understanding."
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Isolt of the White Hands
Malory’s Isoud La Blanche Mains does not figure
greatly in the Tristram story. He says, "Then by the
great means of King Howell and Kehydius his son, by great
proffers, there grew great love betwixt Isoud and Sir
Tristram, for that lady was both good and fair and a
woman of noble blood and fame. And for by cause Sir
Tristram had such cheer and riches, and all other
pleasaunce that he had, almost he had forsaken La Beale
Isoud .
"
Wagner apparently felt that there was no place for
the other Isolt in this three-act opera. He was limited
to high-lights in the love drama and he chose to omit the
fair Isolt of Brittany, he ear little about her in
Tennyson’s poem: what we do hear is casual reference to
her by Tristram in his conversation with Isolt and his
dismissing of her possible grief at his departure by
saying she might "give herself to God." Masefield’s
Tristan is unmarried.
The Iseult of Swinburne’s creations is indeed
beautiful, if somewhat academic:
"Steered singing that imperial Iseult home.
This maiden with her sinless sixteen years.
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Her bright mouth no more trembled than a rose
hay for the least wind's breathless sake that blows
Too soft to sue save for a sister's kiss."
but hardened and embittered after Tristram's neglect of
her and his forsaking of her, she lies to him as he lies
dying and tells him that the sails of the ship bearing the
other Iseult are black.
Arnold's Iseult Is a beautiful character. The
writers of earlier da;fs were evidently Indifferent to the
deep wrong done Iseult. Arnold in his treatment gives us
a picture of Iseult after Tristram's death. In fact, he
became so interested in the injured Iseult that he made
her the real heroine of his poem--an almost impossibly
patient, great-souled woman, whose devotion to her
husband won his respect though it could not vd.n his love.
After Tristram's death she seeks consolation in
devoting herself to the children who never appear in the
older versions of the story. Their introduction Is
happy. There Is nothing sweeter or more wholesome than
Iseult 's tender care of them after her husband's death,
but even they are only a partial solace to her. Iseult
plays on the moors with them In fine weather and then:
"She'll light her silver lamp, which fishermen
Dragging their nets through the rough waves, afar
Along this iron coast, know like a star.
And take her 'broidery-frame, and there she'll sit
hour after hour, her gold curls sweeping it;
Lifting her soft-bent head only to mind
.•
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her children, or to listen to the wind.
And when the clock peals midnight, she will move
] er work away, and let her fingers rove
Across the shaggy brows of Tristram's hound
hho lies, guarding her feet, along the ground.
Or else she will fall musing her blue eyes
hixt
,
her slight hands clasp'd on her lap: then rise.
And at her prie-dieu kneel, until she • ave told
her rosary-beads of ebony tipp'd with r old.
Then to her soft-sleep--and to-morrow'll be
Today's exact repeated effigy.
fes, it is lonely for her in her hall.
The children, and the grey-hair 'd seneschal,
1 er women, and Sir Tristram’s aged hound.
Are there the sole companions to be found.
But these she loves; and noisier life than this
She would find ill to bear, weak as she is.
She has her children, toe, and night and day
Is with them; and the wide heaths where they play.
The hollies, and the cliff, and the sea-shore.
The sand, the sea-birds, and the distant sails.
These are to her dear as to them; the tales
With which this day the children she beguiled
She gleaned from Breton grandames, when a child.
In every hut along this sea-coast wild.
She herself loves them still, and, when they are told.
Can forget all to hear them, as of old.
But, as in the case of Isolt of Ireland, it Is to
Robinson's poem that we turn for neatly etched word
pictures of Isolt of the Y.hite Hands:
"The king said, laughing as the calm gray eyes
That were too large in the small face before him."
"Slowly the King arose, and with his hands
he lifted up Isolt, so frail, so light.
And yet, with all, mysterioiisly so strong,
he raised her patient fac§ between his hands.
Observing it as if it were some white
And foreign flower, not certain in his garden
To thrive, nor like to die."
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And for the flower of his activities,
he built a royal garden for Isolt
Of the White Hands to bloom in, a white rose
Fairer than all fair roses in the world
Elsewhere— save one that was not white but dark.
Dark and love-red for ever, and not there.
Where the white rose was queen."
Gawain to Isolt:
"You are supreme
In a deceit that says fragility
Where there is nothing fragile. You have eyes
That almost weep for grief, seeing from heaven
Row trivial and how tragic a small place
This earth is, and so make a sort of heaven
Where they are seen. Your hair, if shorn and woven.
The which may God forbid, would then become
A nameless cloth of gold whiter than gold.
Imprisoning light captured from paradise.
Your ears are two necessary leaves
Of living alabaster never of earth.
Whereof the flower that is your face is made.
And is a paradisal triumph also--
Along with your gray eyes and your gold hair
That is not gold. Only God knows, who made it.
What color it is exactly. I don't know
.
The rest of you 1 dare not estimate.
Saving your hands and feet, which authorize
A period of some leisure for the Lord
On high for their ineffable execution.
Your low voice tells how bells of singing gold
Would sound through twilight over silent water.
Yourself is a celestial emanation
Compounded of a whiteness and a warmth
Hot yet so near to heaven, or far from it.
As not to leave men wiser for their dreams
. And distances in apprehending you."
This Isolt is the antithesis of the other; she is
simple, grave, wise with the wisdom of a child. She
worships her father and she loves Tristram in a devoted
unquestioning way. Even when she sees him depart to
Camelot with Gawain she accepts quietly the fact that he
1?6
.
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may not return; when news comes to her of his death,
after the first outburst of grief, she accepts that fact
too. To the miracle of : er love for Tristram has seen
added the strength to face the coming years without him.
Tristram
Tristram is indeed a puzzling character as we trace
his evolution from the fearless knight pictured in
Malory to the very human, almost contemporary lover of
Robinson's poem. Ee is the "fearless hunter, harper,
spearman.” Ee is, according to Tennyson:
. . .
!, One knight.
But newly-entered, taller than the rest.
And armored all in forest green, whereon
There tript a hundred tiny silver deer.
And wearing hut a holly-spray for crest.
With ever-scattering berries, and on shield
A spear, a harp, a bugle--Tristram--late
From over-seas in Brittany returned.
And, marriage with a princess of that realm,
Isolt the white—Sir Tristram of the Moods.”
In Arnold's poem we see him ill and dying:
” What Knight is this so weak and pale.
Though the locks are yet brown on his noble head.
Front on pillows in his bed.
Gazing seaward for the light
Of some ship that fights the gale
On this wild December night?
Over the sick man's feet is spread
A dark-green forest-dress
The peerless hunter, harper, knight,
Tristram of Lyoness.
Swinburne describes him
:
"And nothing save his name he had of grief.
The name his mother, dying as he was born.
1?7
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Made out of sorrow in very sorrow’s scorn,
And set it on him smiling in her sight,
Tristram; who now, clothed with sweet youth and night.
As a glad witness wore that hitter name.
The second symbol of the world for fame.
Famous and full of fortune was his youth
Ere the beard’s bloom had left his cheek unsmooth-.
And in his face a lordship of strong joy
And height of heart no chance could curb or cloy
Lightened, and all that warmed them at his eyes
Loved them as larks that kindle as they rise
Toward light they turn to music love the blue strong skies
So like the morning through the morning moved
Tristram, a light to look on and be loved.
Soon sprang between his lips and hands, and shone
Singing, and strengthened and sank down thereon
As a bird settles to the second light.
Then from beneath his harping hands with might
Leapt, and made way and had its fill and died.
And all whose hearts were fed upon it sighed
Silent, and in them all the fire of tears
Burned as wine drunken not with lips but ears
.
And gazing on his fervent hands that made
The might of music all their souls obeyed
With trembling strong subervience of delight
Full many a maid that had him once in sight
Thought in the secret rapture of her heart
In how dark onset had these hands borne part
Eow oft, and were so young and sweet of skill;
And those red lips whereon the song burned still.
What words and cries of battle : ad they flung
Athwart the swing snd shriek of swords, so young;
And eyes as glad as summer, what strange youth
Fed them so full of happy heart and truth.
That had seen sway from side to sundering side
The steel flow of that terrible springtide
That the moon rules not, but the fire and light
Of men's hearts mixed in the mid mirth of fight.
the joy and love of him they had
Made thought more amorous in them and more glad
For his fame’s sake remembered, and his youth
Gave his fame flowerlike fragrance and soft growth
As of a rose requickening, when he stood
Fair in their eye, a flower §f faultless blood.
Masefield’s Tristan is young, full of boundless
courage, eager to avenge the robbery of his Uncle King
IPS

Mark by the Pirate Kolbein. he is in love with Isolt
before he consumes the love potion and wishes to with-
draw before he tells of his love, lest his declaration
upset the coming nuptials of the Irish princess. After
the two consume the drink they think to be wine, nothing
matters. G-one are his scruples; his only thought waking
and sleeping is his desire for Isolt. . e connives with
her and arranges for secret meetings when her husband
is away, despite the fact he knows they are being spied
upon. When Isolt leaves him to return to lure, he goes
mad- -and in the end, after Marc is killed In the war,
the lovers die
.
Destiny in the hpilogue says:
Not as men plan, nor as women pray, do things happen
Unthought of, unseen, from the past, comes the ill without
cure
;
By the spirit of man and the judgment of God It is shapen;
And its end is our pride in the dust: it is just: it is
sure
.
Robinson describes Tristram as follows:
Tristram,
Tristram,
Tristram,
Tristram,
And humble
And
strong
t wa s he,
the loud-accredited warrior,
the loved of women, the harp-player,
the learned Nimrod among hunters,
the most obedient imbecile
servant of King Mark his uncle.
Who had achieved all this. For lack of sight
And sense of self, and Imperturbably,
He had achieved all this and might do more.
No doubt, if given the time.
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Tristram is the greatest knight next to Launcelot,
yet 1:1. Bedier calls him a coward. That he may he in that
he does not face facts and accept life as it is, but be-
takes himself to the dream, the dream of his love for
Isolt. From this dream he does not want to be awakened-
-
awakened to the fact that the woman he loves is now the
wife of his uncle to whom he has sworn fealty.
Fe adores Isolt, yet he marries someone else, another
Isolt to be sure, a white and gentle Isolt who is like the
woman he loves only because her name is the same.
he is fated from birth. Lis mother bore him in
sorrow, named him for her sorrow and died before she could
see him grow to manhood. He is unhappy in his father's
household after King Lelodias marries a second time; he
lives in France, acquires the language and becomes skilled
in the arts of hunting, music, chivalry, but he never feels
at home in this other homeland. At King Lark's court
he is a misfit; in Ireland he is distrusted once his true
identity becomes known ; in Brittany, as the husband of
Isolt of the Y.hite Bands he keeps feverishly occupied to
drown out the vision of the woman he loves. Even his
marriage is an escape--but instead of an escape to a haven
of peace, he is by turns remorseful for marrying a woman
whom he does not really love, then happy momentarily in her
love for him.
-
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Only at Joyous Gard is he truly happy for a time when
he and Isolt have a brief space of love and perfect joy
together.
In Tennyson’s poem he is only a shadow of Launcelot,
not the Launcelot who goes to escort Guinevere and take
her as a bride to Arthur- -but the Launcelot who has sinned
by falling in love with his king’s wife. The parallel is
drawn still further when we compare Isolt of the ..kite
Hands with Elaine, the lily maid of As tola t.
In Robinson's poem he is a very real person. lie can
see his own folly in not declaring his love before it was
too late; he can weigh all the hazards attached to his
fatal love for Isolt, yet all his resolves to go away melt
before the surrender of her kiss. He has a sense of humor;
he is grateful to Gouvernail for his devoted steadfastness,
he can repulse the advances of Queen Morgan and yet, being
a man, he is tempted by them. He is a hard worker; he is
very brave in the face of danger. His one hatred is for
Mark who possesses the woman he loves. For the weak
Andred he holds only a disgust. He is gentle with Isolt
of the White Hands --he prays that his silences with her
may atone for what he cannot say to her. Yet he can go
away from her, back to Camelot, with a kind of eager joy.
he accepts as happy fate the fact that Isolt Is at
Joyous G-ard.
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"Be plucked hep clinging hands
From his arms gently, and said, holding them,
"You cannot make me go away from you,
Isolt, fop I believe, with you to tell me.
All youp stars say. But never mind what they say
Of shadows coming. They ape always coming-
-
Coming and going like all things but one.
Love is the only thing that in its being
Is what it seems to be. Glory and gold.
And all the rest, are weak and hollow staves
Pop even the poor to lean on. We know that--
he that have been so poor while grinning hinds
And shining wenches with all crowns to laugh at,
have envied us, know that. Yet while you see
So many things written for you in starry fire.
Somehow you fear that I may lose my vision
Hot seeing them. I shall not be losing it--
Hot even in seeing beyond where you have seen.
Yes, I have seen your stars. You are the stars!
You are the stars when they all sing together.
You live, you speak, and you have not yet vanished.
You are Isolt--or I suppose you are
!
Isolt Is his world; she Is his star; she is his fate;
she is his Grail.
What matter it that his world may crumble to dust,
that his star's light may go out, that death and shadows
may await, that the Grail may be not the sacred chalice
but only a cup of poison? These do not matter to Tristram;
what matters Is always and only Isolt.
The following passages are cited as examples of style,
beauty, and sympathetic treatment of the theme under
discussion
.
From Arnold's :,Tristram and leeult"
Ah! sweet saints, his dream doth move
Faster surely than it should,
13 2

From the fever in his blood!
All the spring-time of his love
Is already gone and past.
And instead thereof is seen
Its winter, which endureth still--
Tyntagel on its surge-beat hill.
The pieasaunce-walks
,
the weeping queen.
The flying leaves, the straining blast.
And that long wild kiss--their last.
And this rough December night.
And his burning fever-pain.
Mingle with his hurrying dream.
Till he rule it, till he seem
The nress T d fugitive again.
The love-desperate banish'd knight
V-ith a fire In his brain
flying o'er the stormy main
--Dh.ither does he wander now?
From Swinburne's "Tristram of Lyonesse"
"By this was heaven stirred eastward, and there came
Up the rough ripple a labouring light like flame;
And dawn
,
sore trembling still and grey with fear.
Looked hardly forth, a face of heavier cheer
Than one which grief or dread yet half enshrouds.
Wild-eyed and wan, across the cleaving clouds.
And Iseult, worn with watch long held on pain.
Turned, and her eye lit on the hound “odain.
And all her heart went out in tears: and he
Laid his kind head along her bended knee.
Till round his neck her arms went hard, and all
The night past from her as a chain might fall;
But yet the heart within her, half undone.
Wailed, and was loth to let her see the sun.
And ere full day brought heaven and earth to flower,
•ar thence, a maiden in a marriage bower.
That moment, hard by Tristram oversea,
hoke with glad eyes Iseult of Brittany.
From Tennyson's "The Last Tournament"
"And down the city Dagonet danced away;
But through the slowly-mellowing avenues
And solitary passes of the wood
Bode Tristram toward Lyonnesse and the west.
Before him fled the face of Queen Isolt
..ith ruby-circled neck, but evermore
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Past, as a rustle or twitter in the wood
Made dull his inner, keen his oiiter eye
For all that walked, or crept, or perched
or flew.
Anon the face, as, when a gust hath blown,
TJnruffling water re-collect the shape
of one that in them sees himself, returned;
But at the slot -or fewmets of a deer.
Or even a fallen feather, vanished again.”
From Masefield’s "Tristan and Isolt”
olt
So this one triumphs over me as a lover
Think that she loves if, after sighing in secret.
She lays a daisy upon a dead man’s body.
She has never known what it is.
Love is so terrible,
A love like mine. I have killed Tristan, my lover;
Killed him as though with a sword.
I have been perilous to Tristan and Marc.
What have they had from me but fever in the bones?
Marc was dead all the time; no need to have scourged him
I was the virtuous wife; see where it sank me.
It Is ended: nothing can bring it back. I have
This little knife of mother’s. Poor mother afar.
Who was thoughtful for me before I thought, and will feel
After I cease to feel. The brook will run down
Over the shingle to sea; and the corncrake call;
And the honeysuckle, up In the glen, drowse sweetness:
And the moon come over the hill: mother will have them.
Not I: I shall not have them. What shall I have?
Some sky for the two wild swans to be wing in wing.
Some holly thicket for the stag and his deer.
Some space in heaven, where I, the comet, will seek
My mate, past withering orbs and moons gone blind.
For centuries to come. I am following, Tristan;
Fait for your cruel killer, a little hour.
You. shall be my death as I have been yours, beloved,
he who have flooded like the Severn, will ebb
To the great sea together like tides going out.
From Robinson's Tristram
"But let these two that were not shadows
Be as they were, and live--by time no more
13k

Divided until time for them should cease.
They were not made for time as others were,
And time therefore would not be long for them
Wherein for love to learn that in their love,
Where fate was more than time and more than love,
Time never was, save in their fear of it--
Tearing, as one, to find themselves again
Intolerably as two that were not there."

CHAPTER VI
Robinson's Tristram
Louis V. Ledoux, literary executor of Edwin
Arlington Robinson and one of his closest friends, says
that Robinson put so much of his vital force Into the
composition of "Tristram," worked on It and lived in It
with such utter concentration, that his health never
again \7as what it had been. To be sure he lived eight
years after the completion of the poem, but the years were
not easy for him; It was only by sheer force of his will
and by an Intensity of purpose that contradicted his
seeming frailness that he was able to continue to write,
as he did, to the very end.
Carl Van Loren says, "Mark Twain went to Arthur's
court, to burlesque it. Robinson v/ent to understand.
Nature, he found was all he needed to explain his heroes.
The magic potion of Tristram and Isolt is merely incurable
love at first sight: a thing as rare as genius but no
more supernatural. The supernatural In the old stories
seems pinchbeck beside the natural passions of these men
and women. After more than a thousand years as half-
human, half symbolic figures they emerge from their
shadows into the sun,
21
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"It is a high, quiet sun. Masterfully as Robinson
has recut his cloth of gold, he has made it into coats for
men not mantles for demigods. His heroes never roar nor
thunder. Their passions are flame without the smoke of
oratory or gesture. Robinson tells his stories in such a
voice of reason that his white heat is often missed,
nothing flickers over it but his irony, with i-ts Yankee
terseness. Eis only exaggerations are his understatements."
The poem contains a force that is as vital as the
sweeping tides on the Cornish coast. It moves along with
a swift pace, gathering beauty with its brevity and
straight-forwardness of speech. For example, Tristram
says to Queen Morgan,
"Yes, you are strange,
He said and a sagacious peril to men--
-Therefore they must pursue you and make songs."
Robinson's feeling for atmosphere is shown throughout
the poem. He draws his pictures with economy, but they
are unforgettable
.
"The music poured unheard, Brangwaine had vanished.
And there were these two in the world alone.
Under the cloudy light of a cold moon
That glimmered now as cold on Brittany
As on Cornwall."
The delineation of character and of emotion is every-
where evident throughout the poem.
"Isolt, almost as with a frightened leap
.t
'
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Muffled his mouth with hers in a long kiss,
Blending in their catastrophe two fires
That made one fire."
"Out of her struggling eyes
There were tears flowing, and withheld in his.
Tears were a veil of pity and desperation
Through which he saw the dim face of Isolt
Before him like a phantom in a mist--
Till to be sure that she was not a phantom.
He clutched and held her fast against his heart,
-And through the cloak she wore felt the warm life
Within her trembling to the life in him.
And to the sorrow and the passion there
That would be always there .' 1
Tristram to Mark:
"All said, what have I done? What you have seen.
And if there’s any man or Andred breathing
Who tells you lies of more than you have seen.
Give me his name, and he’ll tell no more lies.
Andred is waking up; and if I’ve ears.
Here are the guards coming with Gouvernail.
Andred, if you were not my lizard-cousin,
You might not be awake."
The passionate love of Tristram and the Irish Isolt
contrasted, now with the jealous treacherous wiles of
Queen Morgan, now with the light cavalier attitude of
Gawaine, and finally with the confident, tender love of
the fair Isolt
.
Isolt to Tristram:
"Since I dare say to you how sure I am
Of the one thing that’s left me to be sure of.
Know me and love me as I was that night
,
As I am now, and as I shall be always.
All yours; and all this means for you and me

Is no small care for you. If you had spoken
There on that ship what most was in your heart
To say- -if you had held me close- -like this--
If vou had kissed me then--like this--I wondero
If there would have been kings and crowns enough
In Cornwall or in England or elsewhere
To make the crowns of all kings everywhere
Shine with a light that would have let me see
No king but you and no crown but our love
.
Queen Morgan:
"His captor when she saw them, came to him
And with a mocking-croon of mother-comfort
• Fondled him like a snake with two warm arms
And a warm mouth."
G-awaine
:
"Gawa ine
,
in Cornwall once, having seen Isolt
Of Ireland with her pallid mask of pride,
Which may have been as easy a mask as any,
he thought, for prisoned love and scorn to wear.
Had found in her dark way of stateliness
Perfection providentially not his
T'o die for. he recalled a wish to die.
But only as men healed remember pain;
And here in Tristram's garden, far from Cornwall,
Gawa ine
,
mus ing upon this white Isolt
Of Brittany, whose beauty had heretofore,
For him, lived rather as that of a white name
Than of a living princess, found himself
Again with a preoccupied perfection
To contemplate. The more he contemplated.
The 'more he arraigned fate and wondered why
Tristram should be at odds with banishment.
Or why Tristram should care who banished him.
Or for how long, or for what violet eyes
And Irish pride and blue-black Irish hair
Soever. he smiled with injured loyalty
For Tristram in a banishment like this,
With a whole world to shine in save Cornwall,
And Cornwall the whole world; and if he sighed,
he may have sighed apart, and harmlessly
Perceiving in this Isolt a continence
Too sure for even a fool to ponder twice,
A little for himself.
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Isolt of the White Hands
"The dawn has come ,' 1 she said,
"And wisdom will come with it . If it sinks
Away from me, and into night again--
Then I shall be alone, and I shall die.
But I shall never be all alone- -not now;
And I shall know there was a fate more swift
Than yours or mine that hurried him farther on
Than we are vet. I would have been the world
And ' eaven to Tristram, and was nothing to him;
And that was why the night came down so dark
On me when Tristram died. But there was always
Attending him an almost visible doom
That I see now; and while he moved and looked
As one too mighty and too secure to die,
he was not mingled and equipped to live
Very long. It was not earth in him that burned
Itself to death; and she that died for him
Must have been more than earth. If he had lived.
He would have pitied me and smiled at me.
And he would always have been kind to me--
If he had lived; and I should not have known.
Hot even when in his arms, how far away
He was from me. How, when I cannot sleep.
Thinking of him, I shall knov/ where he is."
This poignant story leaves with us pictures: of a
rocky, wave-lashed Cornish coast, of forests and mysterious
castles, of a sea bright with the sun, of birds flying and
ever flying, of steep steps down to the sea, of a piece of
seashore in Brittany. But more than these pictures it
leaves with us a haunting memory of men and women, and
especially of one man and two women, who loved and whose
lives were inextricably and tragic lly interwoven because
of their love. They seem like men and women we might
have known- -real, vital breathing, loving--not figures in
a tapestry.
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As we contrast this picture with the others we have
studied; the robust adventures of the knights in Malory's
tale; the middle-aged knight and the faded Iseu.lt in
Arnold’s poem; the dispirited and sinful knights and
ladies in Tennyson’s poem; the tragic lovers in Wagner's
opera; the somewhat academic figures in Swinburne’s too
musical poem; the almost allegorical types in Masefield’s
plajr in verse, we are led to the conclusion, that Robinson’s
Tristram is indeed the most beautiful of them all.
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SUMMARY
CHAPTER I
Introduction
The beauty of Robinson’s poem ’’Tristram” led the
writer to engage in a study of the field of Arthurian
literature, with special attention to the Tristram theme.
Very little remains of the old romances; a small
portion of those by Chretien de Troyes, La Chene, Beroul,
and Thomas of Ercildoure are extant.
The romances were told in verses until the end of the
thirteenth century when prose romances began to appear.
The versions of the Tristram story decided upon were
chosen as representative of different periods, and styles
of writing.
Each version is recounted, a study made of its author,
and a critical appraisal of its style is set down.
CHAPTER II
Popularity and Timelessness of Tale
The Tristram s tory has been a popular one from the
twelfth century to the present day.
Authorities differ as to its origin, out they all
agree that the tale Is undoubtedly Celtic. Geoffrey of
Monmouth wrote about Tristram in 1150. '..ace and Layman
were outstanding writers of the late twelfth and early
34 ?
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thirteenth centuries.
Sir Thomas Malory’s great work, Le Morte D ’Arthur
brought together in one place the stories of the Arthurian
cycle. This may well be termed the "Fountain-head of
Mediaeval Romance .'' 1
A brief notation of the writers who have dealt with
the Tristram story brings to mind the fact that although
the greater number are English, many came from continental
Europe. The nineteenth century seems to be richest in
production.
The story of the errant lovers has been an inspiration
to writers of verse, prose, poetry, drama, opera.
CHAPTER III
The Growth and Development of the Plot
Malory’s tale shows us hdw a young prince grows to
manhood, well versed in deeds of arms. It traces his
adventures from his home country to France, to Cornwall
where his Uncle lark lived, to Ireland to sue in his
uncle’s name for hand of La Beale Isoud, daughter of the
king. Though he has slain her kinsman, the princess falls
in love with Tristram because they unwittingly drink of the
love potion intended for Mark and his bride.
La Beale Isoud marries Mark but holds stolen interviews
with Tristram. They are discovered and Tristram is killed.
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While in Prance he marries Isoud La Blanche Pains. . e
returns to Cornwall with his brother-in-law and many
adventures follow
.
Tristram defeats Sir Palomides who becomes a Christian
Arnold’s story gives us a picture of a middle-aged
Tristram dying in a castle in Brittany and waiting the
healing touch of Iseult of Ireland.
"is wife, Iseult of the Snow White Hands Is tender and
kind. She loves her husband and she loves her children.
At last comes Iseult, Park’s wife, but only in time to see
Tristram die. She dies, too of grief.
Iseult the wife cares tenderly for her children and
lives on in Brittany after Tristram's death.
Tennyson's Tristram is weary, dispirited, he leaves
his bride In Brittany to return to Arthur’s court at
Camelot . This is now a sad remnant of its former glory.
After the tournament Tristram goes on to Tintagil to see
Isolt whom he loves and Is killed there by King Mark.
In Wagner’s opera Isolda and her maid, Brangaene
cross the sea to Cornwall under the guidance of Tristan.
Isolda hates Tristram because of a blood feud and attempts
to poison herself and 1 Ir but her maid changes the poison
to a love potion.
At King Mark’s court the lovers are discovered, and
lkk
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the jealous Helot wounds Tristram fatally. Hven the
arrival of Isolda and the now forgiving Hark fails to keep
him from death. With him dies Isolda.
In Swinburne’s poem, Brangwain, Iseult's faithful
handmaid, shows her devotion to her mistress by replacing
her on her wedding night. Tristram, Iseult’s lover
rescues her from a pagan knight. Sir Palomide, whom Hark
has allowed to bask in the queen’s favor. Mark banishes
Tristram who goes to Brittany where he marries Iseult of
the White Hands, whom he never loves.
..hen Tristram is ill and awaits the arrival of Iseult,
his wife tells him her ship comes bearing black sails and
he dies of grief. Iseult dies too, and Mark buries them
in a chapel by the sea.
Masefield’s Isolt Is a stern princess who causes two
men to fall in love with her, Tristan, and Mark whom she
marries. Mark goes off to the wars, Tristan becomes mad
v/hen she leaves Mm and he dies--and with him dies Isolt--
regretful at long last of the ruin she has caused.
Robinson's Tristram shows us a gentle Isolt of the
WMte Hands a passionately beautiful Isolt of Ireland,
a brave and noble Tristram, and a mean and disagreeable
King Hark.
Tristram marries the WMte Isolt but really never
loves her. He and Isolt, Mark’s wife
,
enjoy a happy summer
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at Joyous Card, but when Isolt is taken back by Mark to
Tintagel, Tristram follows. ' e is killed by Andred, and
Isolt dies of grief. Too late the forgiving “ark comes to
understand about their love.
CHAPTER IV
The Authors: How They Reflect the Viewpoint of Their Times
Sir Thomas Malory (1478-1555) did a remarkable piece
of work in collecting French Arthurian romances and welding
them into a connected story of Arthur's court.
The morals of his day were far different from ours
,
but his fifth century knights and ladies have a flavor of
the fifteenth century about them and are an interesting
blend of the two periods
.
Matthew Arnold (1822-1888) was a lesser luminary of
the Victorian era in thought and in literature, neverthe-
less his writing had an effect on his time and his
philosophy was such that he could not accept the conditions
of his period without protest. His critical faculties
were keen; his outlook honest, frank and sometimes
penetrating
.
Alfred, Lord Tennyson (1809-1392)
Tennyson stands as the embodiment of the Victorian
period. Ee felt that in his "Idylls :l he portrayed the
dream of man coming into practical life and ruined by one
.'
-
sin. Despite the fact that some of his characters are
living, one senses a certain artificiality, at once
niys t i c a 1 and mora 1 i s ing .
Wilhelm Richard Wagner (1313-1883)
"Wagner’s operas combine beauty of music with beauty of
poetic expression. The aim to reform the old structure of
the opera as a form of musical expression.
Algernon Charles Swinburne (1857-1909)
Swinburne was a rebel against accepted form in poetry
and in his outlook on life . He was throughout his life
very impressionable. He was a keen student, had a fluid
imagination, and a mastery of metrical forms. His poetry
is for the most part melodious music.
If Swinburne could have curbed his excesses his fame
would have been greater.
John Masefield (1875- )
Masefield, present Poet Laureate, is a seeker after
beauty. This is felt in all his work. He has a great love
for the English country-side. He regrets the passing of
the England he loves, and he writes always for social
justice for the under privileged.
Edwin Arlington Robinson (18o9-1935)
Robinson's keenly penetrating portraits of men and
their reactions to life are varied, sympathetic, under-
1f
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standing. He was interested in the failures, the dream-
possessed people, because he said that they were more
interesting. His writing came at a time when poets in
America were beginning to cast away the over prettiness and
to rite in a more intellectual fashion.
CHAPTER V
Comparisons and Contrasts
In Malory's treatment we find no sense of shame or
guilt on the part of the lovers. The love potion brings to
them love; they do not question it. In Arnold's treatment
Isolt feels that her husband is wronged. In The Last
Tournament we see only a picture of decay and dissolution.
In Robinson's poem there is no love potion.
In Sv/iriburne's poem, Iseult's maiden takes the place
of her mistress on her wedding night. This is also true in
I
1 lasefield’s draraa
.
The idea of the black sails may have been borrowed
from the story of Theseus. It is given in Swinburne's poem
Mark is pictured in most of the versions as mean and
cunning. In Robinson’s poem we see at the end a Mark who
understands and forgives.
Gouvernail and Brangwaine are faithful, unquestioning
servitors, who ask for nothing in life but to serve their
master and mistress.
Other characters who stand out are jealous Andred,
l4g
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sinister Qneen Morgan, kindly King Howel, gay Gawaine
.
The sea, its music and its influence are felt
throughout all versions of the story.
Isolt of Ireland is beautiful, passionate proud.
Isolt of the bhito hands is gravely quiet.
Tristram is a puzzling character. From the bold
and brave knight of Malory's day to the keenly sensitive
lover of Robinson's day we see a man torn between his
overv/helming love for a woman and the honor and fealty
due that woman's husband.
CHAPTER VI
Robinson's Tristram
This poem contains none of the mediaeval trappings of
the love potion. It is a story of love at first sight, of
people who seem very real and very convincing.
The Irish Isolt is pledged to King Mark of Cornwall
but falls in love with Tristram who comes to convey her
across the sea. Too late Tristram realises his love for
her and tragedy ensues.
Robinson writes with a penetrating insight into men
and their reactions to their environment. In picturing
for us the people of this immortal love story he has done a
piece of work that is brilliant, sympathetic, artistic.
Lis work stands out above the others studied in this
thesis .
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